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JOSÉ FIGUEROA-O’FARRILL
Abstract. We classify symmetric backgrounds of eleven-dimensional supergravity up to local isometry. In
otherwords, we classify triples (M,g,F), where (M,g) is an eleven-dimensional lorentzian locally symmetric
space and F is an invariant 4-form, satisfying the equations of motion of eleven-dimensional supergravity. The
possible (M,g) are given either by (not necessarily nondegenerate) Cahen–Wallach spaces or by products
AdSd×M11−d for 2 6 d 6 7 andM11−d a not necessarily irreducible riemannian symmetric space. In most
cases we determine the corresponding F-moduli spaces.
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1. Introduction and motivation
It is now a theorem that 10- and 11-dimensional supergravity backgrounds preserving more than one
half of the supersymmetry — hereafter referred to as 12+ backgrounds — are homogeneous [1–3]. In
EMPG-11-28.
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fact, those those symmetries of the background which are a consequence of the supersymmetry already
act transitively. The more precise statement is that the tangent space to the spacetime at any point is
spanned by Killing vectors which are constructed by squaring the Killing spinors of the background.
This result implies that classifying homogeneous supergravity backgrounds automatically classifies 12+
backgrounds — this being one of the main goals in the study of supergravity backgrounds.
Let us say an eleven-dimensional supergravity background (M,g, F) is homogeneous if (M,g) is a ho-
mogeneous eleven-dimensional lorentzian manifold, F is an invariant closed 4-form, and both g and F
satisfy the field equations of eleven-dimensional supergravity with zero gravitino, to be reviewed in Sec-
tion 3. If in addition (M,g) is a symmetric space, then we say that (M,g, F) is a symmetric background.
For a homogeneous background, the field equations, which in general are nonlinear PDEs, become al-
gebraic; whereas for a symmetric background these equations are further simplified due to the fact that
an invariant form on a symmetric space is automatically closed and coclosed.
This paper represents a first step in the classification of homogeneous supergravity backgrounds of
eleven-dimensional supergravity. In it, we will classify those homogeneous supergravity backgrounds
which are symmetric. A second paper [4] will report on the similar classification for type IIB super-
gravity, whereas a third paper [5] will report on a classification of homogeneous backgrounds which are
candidate dual geometries to M2 branes. One of the lessons learnt from this body of work is that it is
possible to make real progress on the classification problem of homogeneous supergravity backgrounds,
thanks in part to the ongoing progress in our understanding of homogeneous lorentzian geometry. This
is perhaps not so evident in this paper, but underlies the results in [5].
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2we discuss the basic geometric ingredients: namely the
lorentzian symmetric spaces. Since we do not assume that the space be irreducible (or even indecompos-
able), we must take into account products of lorentzian symmetric spaces with riemannian symmetric
spaces, which themselves need not be irreducible. Therefore in Section 2.1 we review Cartan’s classific-
ation of irreducible riemannian symmetric spaces, whereas in Section 2.2 we review the classification of
indecomposable lorentzian symmetric spaces due to Cahen and Wallach. In Section 2.3 we put the pre-
vious results together and count the number of (families of) eleven-dimensional lorentzian symmetric
spaces. We find that there are 1978 such families which, in principle, should be checked to see whether
they can support the necessary fluxes to become a supergravity background. Luckily, after a little work,
one can rule out many of those geometries. This is done in Section 3, which starts in Section 3.1 with a
review of the supergravity field equations. In Section 3.2 we deal with the case of backgrounds with zero
flux and show that they are all given by (possibly decomposable) Cahen–Wallach pp-waves. In Section
3.3 we look at those cases where the geometry is static with a metric of the form −dt2 + h, where h is
a riemannian (locally) symmetric metric. In Section 3.4 we rule out backgrounds where the lorentzian
factor is locally isometric to de Sitter space. Finally, in Section 3.5 we consider those backgrounds where
the lorentzian factor is a Cahen–Wallach pp-wave and conclude that all such backgrounds are given by
(possibly decomposable) Cahen–Wallach spacetimes. This leaves the problem of classifying those back-
grounds whose geometry is of the form AdS26d67 ×M11−d. There are 568 possible geometries, many of
which are ruled out and the rest are examined in detail in Section 4, where we list the possible back-
grounds and in most cases determine the F-moduli space of allowed fluxes. The paper ends with two
appendices. In Appendix A we collect detailed information on the geometry of certain riemannian sym-
metric spaces which we needed in the calculations of Section 4 and in Appendix B we list, for complete-
ness, those anti de Sitter geometries which cannot support symmetric supergravity backgrounds due to
the lack of suitable fluxes.
The symmetric backgrounds are to be found throughout the paper in boxed equations, such as equa-
tion (40) for the Cahen–Wallach backgrounds. The many anti de Sitter backgrounds in Section 4 are also
similarly adorned. There are many figures in the paper summarising themoduli space of fluxes for some
of the different anti de Sitter geometries. We should emphasise that we only work with local metrics, so
that topology will not play a significant rôle. In particular, when we write S1 or Tn we do not necessarily
mean a circle or a flat torus, but simply a flat space of that dimension. We could have equally well written
R or Rn.
A note to the reader. Given the vast literature on supergravity solutions, it is very likely that some of
the symmetric backgrounds constructed in this paper coincide with backgrounds which have appeared
in earlier work, perhaps as special cases of a more general family of backgrounds. This is most certainly
the case with the Freund–Rubin AdS4 backgrounds in Section 4.5 and the Cahen–Wallach backgrounds
in Section 3.5, but I expect more examples to surface. I would appreciate being notified of such cases
so that I may both properly attribute the discovery of the background and place this work in a broader
context.
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2. The local geometries
In this section we list the basic ingredients of the classification: namely, lorentzian symmetric spaces.
A lorentzian (locally) symmetric space (M,g) is locally isometric to a product
M =M0 ×M1 × · · · ×Mk (1)
where M0 is an indecomposable lorentzian symmetric space and the Mi for i > 0 are irreducible rie-
mannian symmetric spaces. We now proceed to list these basic ingredients.
2.1. Irreducible riemannian symmetric spaces. Irreducible riemannian symmetric spaces were classi-
fied by Élie Cartan (see, e.g., [6]). Every symmetric space is determined locally by a pair of real Lie
algebras (g, k) with k ⊂ g. Letting p denote an k-invariant complement of k in g, so that g = k⊕ p, we have
that
[k, k] ⊂ k [k, p] ⊂ p [p, p] ⊂ k . (2)
The holonomy algebra is k and the holonomy representation is the action of k on p induced from the
adjoint representation of g. Therefore the space of parallel forms in the symmetric space corresponding
to (g, k) is isomorphic to the k-invariant subspace of Λ∗p.
Table 1 lists all the irreducible riemannian symmetric spaces of dimension less than or equal to 10,
together with the ranks of the parallel forms. Each row in the diagram corresponds to two symmetric
spaces: one compact and one noncompact. The names in the last column correspond to the compact
spaces and use the following notation G+R (p,n) denotes the grassmannian of oriented real p-planes in
Rn, GC(p,n) is the grassmannian of complex p-planes in Cn, ASSOC is the grassmannian of associative
3-planes in R7 and SLAGn in the grassmannian of special lagrangian planes in Cn.
Table 1. Irreducible d-dimensional riemannian symmetric spaces with d 6 10. The
names are those of the compact forms.
dim g (compact) g (noncompact) k k-inv. forms Name
2 u(2) u(1, 1) u(1)⊕ u(1) 0, 2 S2
3 su(2)⊕ su(2) sl(2,C) su(2) 0, 3 S3
4 u(3) u(2, 1) u(2)⊕ u(1) 0, 2, 4 CP2
4 sp(2) sp(1, 1) sp(1)⊕ sp(1) 0, 4 S4
5 su(3) sl(3,R) so(3) 0, 5 SLAG3
5 su(4) sl(2,H) sp(2) 0, 5 S5
6 u(4) u(3, 1) u(3)⊕ u(1) 0, 2, 4, 6 CP3
6 so(7) so(6, 1) so(6) 0, 6 S6
6 sp(2) sp(2,R) u(2) 0, 2, 4, 6 G+R (2, 5)
7 so(8) so(7, 1) so(7) 0, 7 S7
8 u(4) u(2, 2) u(2)⊕ u(2) 0, 2, 42, 6, 8 GC(2, 4)
8 u(5) u(4, 1) u(4)⊕ u(1) 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 CP4
8 so(9) so(8, 1) so(8) 0, 8 S8
8 sp(3) sp(2, 1) sp(2)⊕ sp(1) 0, 4, 8 HP2
8 g2(−14) g2(2) sp(1)⊕ sp(1) 0, 4, 8 ASSOC
8 su(3)⊕ su(3) sl(3,C) su(3) 0, 3, 5, 8 SU(3)
9 su(4) sl(4,R) so(4) 0, 4, 5, 9 SLAG4
9 so(10) so(9, 1) so(9) 0, 9 S9
10 u(6) u(5, 1) u(5)⊕ u(1) 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 CP5
10 so(11) so(10, 1) so(10) 0, 10 S10
10 so(7) so(5, 2) so(5)⊕ so(2) 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 G+R (2, 7)
10 sp(2)⊕ sp(2) sp(2,C) sp(2) 0, 3, 7, 10 Sp(2)
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There are several cases where two spaces have the same invariant forms. One could ask whether they
are diffeomorphic, but have different metrics (perhaps related by “squashing”). There are no diffeo-
morphic pairs, though.
It is instructive to understand why G := G+R (2, 7) 6∼= CP5. I owe the following beautiful argument to
Elmer Rees. Let V := V+2 (R7) denote the Stiefel manifold of oriented orthonormal 2-frames onR7. Clearly
V fibres overGwith fibres SO(2). This is the principal circle bundle associated to the tautological bundle
of G, whose first Chern class is the generator of H2(G). In contrast the principal circle bundle associated
to the line bundle with first Chern class the generator of H2(CP5) is the 11-sphere S11. Thus we will have
shown that G 6∼= CP5 if we show that V 6∼= S11. To see this we notice that V fibres over S6 with fibre S5. The
map V → S6 is given explicitly by sending the ordered 2-frame (e1,e2) to e1 ∈ S6 ⊂ R7. The fibre consists
of all unit norm vectors on the R6 ⊂ R7 perpendicular to e1. In other words, the fibration V → S6 is
nothing but the sphere tangent bundle of S6. We now use the Gysin sequence associated to this fibration,
which contains a short exact sequence of the form
0 −−−−→ H5(V) pi∗−−−−→ H0(S6) e∧−−−−→ H6(S6) pi∗−−−−→ H6(V) −−−−→ 0 (3)
where e is the Euler class of the fibration. Because the Euler characteristic of S6 is equal to 2, the middle
map is actually
Z 2×−−−−→ Z (4)
whence H5(V) = 0 and H6(V) ∼= Z/2Z, and hence V 6∼= S11 since H6(S11) = 0. A similar argument shows
that G+R (2, 5) 6∼= CP3. Similarly, one can show that ASSOC 6∼= HP2. In fact, they are not even homotopy
equivalent [7]. Finally, SLAG3 6∼= S5; although it is a homology sphere.
2.2. Indecomposable lorentzian symmetric spaces. Indecomposable lorentzian symmetric spaces have
also been classified [8, 9]. Apart from the space forms (i.e., de Sitter and anti de Sitter spaces), there is
a third family of indecomposable lorentzian symmetric spaces with solvable transvection group. The
corresponding symmetric pair of Lie algebras is defined as follows.
Let V be a (d−2)-dimensional real vector space with euclidean inner product 〈−,−〉. Let V∗ be the
dual space and let A ∈ S2V∗ be a symmetric bilinear form on V . The inner product induces musical
isomorphisms
[ : V → V∗ and ] : V∗ → V . (5)
Similarly, A defines a linear map V → V , also denoted A and defined by 〈A(v1), v2〉 = A(v1, v2). Let Z be a
one-dimensional real vector space with basis e+ and let Z∗ be its dual, with canonical dual basis e−. Let
gA = V ⊕ V∗ ⊕ Z⊕ Z∗ with the following nonzero Lie brackets:
[e−, v] = v[ [e−,α] = A(α]) [α, v] = A(v,α]) e+ , (6)
where v ∈ V , α ∈ V∗, e+ ∈ Z and e− ∈ Z∗ its dual. Notice that, in particular, Z is central and V and V∗ are
abelian. These brackets define a Lie algebra by virtue of A being symmetric. It is evident, moreover, that
g ′′A is central, whence gA is solvable.
Let kA = V∗ and pA = V ⊕ Z ⊕ Z∗. This is a symmetric split of gA and the corresponding symmetric
space inherits the metric from the kA-invariant symmetric bilinear form B on pA defined by
B(v1, v2) = 〈v1, v2〉 and B(e+, e−) = 1 , (7)
for v1, v2 ∈ V . In particular, Z and Z∗ are isotropic subspaces. This means that B has signature (d− 1, 1).
LetGA denote the simply-connected Lie groupwith Lie algebra gA and letKA denote the Lie subgroup
corresponding to kA. Then the bilinear form B on pA gives rise to a lorentzian metric onMA = GA/KA.
It is easy to find an explicit coordinate expression for this metric. Let ei be an orthonormal basis for V
(with corresponding dual basis e∗i for V∗), and introduce local coordinates x+, x−, xi associated to the
basis {e+, e−, ei} for pA. This allows us to embedMA in GA via σ :MA → GA, where
σ(x+, x−, xi) = exp(x+e+) exp(x−e−) exp
(∑
i
xiei
)
. (8)
Pulling back the left-invariant Maurer–Cartan form from GA toMA via σ, we obtain
σ−1dσ = ω+ θ , (9)
where the kA-connection ω and the pA-valued soldering form θ are given by
ω = dx−
∑
i
xie∗i (10)
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and
θ = dx−e− +
∑
i
dxiei +
dx+ + 12∑
i,j
Aijx
ixjdx−
 e+ . (11)
The GA-invariant metric onMA is given, in these coordinates, by
ds2 = B(θ, θ) = 2dx+dx− +
∑
i,j
Aijx
ixj(dx−)2 +
∑
i
dxidxi (12)
It is not hard to show that the resulting lorentzian symmetric space is indecomposable if and only if A is
nondegenerate.
It is also clear that if A ′ = cOAOt, where c is a positive scalar and O : V → V is an orthogonal trans-
formation, thenMA andMA′ are isometric. Indeed, the diffeomorphism is given explicitly by rotating
the xi by O and then rescaling x± 7→
√
c±1x±.
This allows us to diagonalise A, choose an ordering for the eigenvalues and rescale them by a positive
constant, and in this way parametrise the family of metrics. Doing so one sees that for d = dimMA > 3,
the indecomposable such metrics live in a (d − 3)-dimensional family, parametrised by Md = (Sd−3 −
∆)/Sd−2, where
∆ =
{
(λ1, λ2, . . . , λd−2) ∈ Sd−3 ⊂ Rd−2 | λ1λ2 · · · λd−2 = 0
}
(13)
is the subset of Sd−3 consisting of points where at least one of the coordinates is 0, and Sd−2 is the
permutation group acting in the obvious way inRd−2. Every point inMd is thus uniquely determined by
an ordered (d−2)-tuple of nonzero real numbers {λi} normalised to having unit norm. The corresponding
metric can be read off from (12):
ds2 = 2dx+dx− +
d−2∑
i=1
λi (x
i)2(dx−)2 +
d−2∑
i=1
(dxi)2 . (14)
Let us refer to these spaces asCahen–Wallach spaces, and denote them by CWd(λ), where λ ∈Md or, more
invariantly, by CWd(A), with the understanding that CWd(A) = CWd(A ′) if and only if A ′ = cOAOt as
before.
The Riemann curvature and Ricci tensors of the Cahen–Wallach space CWd(A) = CWd(λ) have the
following nonzero components
R−i−j = −Aij = −λiδij and R−− = − trA = −
d−2∑
i=1
λi , (15)
whence the scalar curvature vanishes.
The holonomyof theCahen–Wallach spaceCWd(A) is isomorphic to kA ∼= Rd−2 and the representation
is induced by the adjoint action of kA on pA. It is not hard to show that the kA-invariant subspace of ΛpA
is spanned by the constants together with polyvectors of the form e+ ∧ φ, where φ ∈ ΛV . This means
that the corresponding parallel forms on CWd(A) are the constants together with dx− ∧ ϕ where ϕ is
any constant-coefficient form
ϕ =
∑
16i1<i2<···<ip6d−2
ci1i2···ipdx
i1 ∧ dxi2 ∧ · · ·∧ dxip . (16)
Table 2 lists the indecomposable lorentzian symmetric spaces together with the ranks of the parallel
forms. This information is encoded in the Poincaré polynomial:
P(t) =
d∑
i=0
bit
i , where bi = dimR
(
Λip
)k. (17)
In the Table, the notations g(λ) and k(λ) refer to the Lie algebras gA and kA defined above, where λ ∈Md
characterises the symmetric bilinear form A up to the equivalence relation defined above.
Table 2. Indecomposable d-dimensional lorentzian symmetric spaces.
type g k k-invariant forms
dSd so(d, 1) so(d−1, 1) 1+ td
AdSd so(d−1, 2) so(d−1, 1) 1+ td
CWd(λ) g(λ) k(λ) 1+ t(1+ t)d−2 + td
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2.3. Statistics of symmetric backgrounds. Let us count the number of (families of) eleven-dimensional
lorentzian symmetric spaces. Every indecomposable symmetric space (except for the Cahen–Wallach
spaces) has a parameter corresponding to rescaling the metric. As discussed above, indecomposable d-
dimensional Cahen–Wallach spaces come in (d−3)-parameter families. We will ignore these parameters
in the counting, whence we will count families of geometries and not the geometries themselves. Each
such geometry is of the form Ld × R11−d, where L is a d-dimensional indecomposable lorentzian sym-
metric space and R is an (11 − d)-dimensional riemannian symmetric space which is made out of the
ingredients in Table 1. Let id denote the number of irreducible d-dimensional riemannian symmetric
spaces up to local isometry. Clearly i1 = 1 since R and S1 are locally isometric. The other values of id can
be read from Table 1:
Table 3. Number of irreducible riemannian symmetric spaces up to local isometry
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
id 1 2 2 4 4 6 2 12 4 8
We now let rd denote the number of d-dimensional riemannian symmetric spaces up to local isometry.
Clearly, ∞∏
d=1
1
1− idtd
=
∞∑
d=1
rdt
d . (18)
Since we are interested only in d 6 10, we can simply compute the first 10 terms in the left-hand side
10∏
d=1
1
1− idtd
= 1+ t+ 3t2 + 5t3 + 13t4 + 21t5 + 47t6 + 73t7 + 161t8 + 253t9 + 497t10 +O
(
t11
)
, (19)
from where we can read off the values of rd. These are tabulated in Table 4.
Table 4. Number of riemannian symmetric spaces up to local isometry
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
rd 1 3 5 13 21 47 73 161 253 497
Finally we let `d denote the number of indecomposable lorentzian symmetric spaces up to local iso-
metry. The total number of possible geometries is then
N =
11∑
d=1
`dr11−d . (20)
We notice that `1 = 1, `2 = 2 and `d>2 = 3, whence
N = 3(1+ r1 + r2 + · · ·+ r8) + 2r9 + r10
= 3(1+ 1+ 3+ 5+ 13+ 21+ 47 + 73+ 161) + 2× 253+ 497
= 1978 .
(21)
Luckily we will not have to check them all.
3. Symmetric supergravity backgrounds
3.1. The supergravity field equations. Following the conventions of [10], the bosonic part of the action
of d=11 supergravity is (setting Newton’s constant to 1)∫
M
( 1
2Rdvol−
1
4F∧ ?F+
1
12F∧ F∧A
)
, (22)
where F = dA locally, R is the scalar curvature of g and dvol is the (signed) volume element
dvol :=
√
|g|dx0 ∧ dx1 ∧ · · ·∧ dx10 . (23)
The Euler-Lagrange equations following from (22) are
d ? F = 12F∧ F
Ric(X, Y) = 12 〈ιXF, ιYF〉− 16g(X, Y)|F|2 ,
(24)
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for all vector fields X, Y onM. In this equationwe have introduced the inner product 〈−,−〉 on differential
forms, defined by
〈θ,ω〉 dvol = θ∧ ?ω , (25)
and the associated norm
|θ|2 = 〈θ, θ〉 , (26)
which in a lorentzian manifold is not positive-definite.
It is well known that the field equations (24) are invariant under the homothetic action of R+: (g, F) 7→
(e2tg, e3tF), where t ∈ R. Indeed, under g 7→ e2tg, the Levi-Civita connection, consisting of terms of the
form g−1dg, does not change. This means that the (3, 1) Riemann curvature tensor is similarly invariant,
and so is any contraction such as the Ricci tensor. Under F 7→ e3tF, the tensor in the right-hand side of the
Einstein equation is similarly invariant, since the e6t coming from the two Fs cancels the e−6t coming from
the three g−1s. On the other hand, the Bianchi identity dF = 0 is clearly invariant under homotheties and
theMaxwell-like equation is aswell. Indeed, using that theHodge ? acting on p-forms in aD-dimensional
manifold, scales like e(D−2p)t under g 7→ e2tg, we see that ? acting on 4-forms in 11-dimensions scales
like e3t, just like F, whence both sides of the Maxwell-like equation scale in the same way: namely, e6t.
This means that the moduli space of eleven-dimensional supergravity backgrounds admits the action
of R+ and hence it is a cone. Some backgrounds, of course, might actually be invariant under this action.
This is the case with theMinkowski vacuum ormore generally any vacuum of the formCWd(A)×R11−d,
as we will see just before the start of Section 4.
The homothetic action of R+ can be extended to an action of R× by letting −1 ∈ R× act by simul-
taneously reversing the orientation of the spacetime and changing the sign of F. This operation is often
called “skew-whiffing” in the early Kaluza–Klein literature (see, e.g., [11]). This accounts for an addi-
tional parity symmetry in the resulting moduli spaces.
We now specialise to symmetric backgrounds where both g (and hence the curvature tensors) and F
are invariant under the isometry group. Every homogeneous (pseudo)riemannianmanifold has a canon-
ical connection and symmetric spaces are precisely those for which the canonical connection coincides
with the Levi-Civita connection. This means that invariant tensors are actually parallel with respect to a
torsion-free connection and, in particular, this means that dF = d ? F = 0, reducing the field equation for
F to the algebraic equation F∧ F = 0.
For a symmetric spaceM = G/K with g = k ⊕ p, the Ricci tensor at o ∈ M is given by a very simple
expression derived, for example, in [12]. If X, Y ∈ p, then at o
Ric(X, Y) = − tr(adX ◦ adY)
∣∣
p
. (27)
In practice, though, we will not need to compute the Ricci tensor in this way. The fact that for an irre-
ducible symmetric space with symmetric pair (g, k), the linear isotropy representation of k on its comple-
ment p is irreducible, implies that any two invariant symmetric bilinear forms are proportional. Hence
the Ricci tensor, being an invariant symmetric bilinear form, must be proportional to the metric. The
proportionality constant is then determined in terms of F from the supergravity Einstein equation.
We nowproceed to study the field equations. Wewill see that as simple consequences of themwe shall
be able to discard all backgrounds except for those of the formCWd>3(A)×R11−d andAdS26d67 ×M11−d.
3.2. Cases where F = 0. The equations of motion for F = 0 say that g is Ricci-flat. It is not hard to see
from our list that the only Ricci-flat lorentzian symmetric spaces are of the form CWd(A)×R11−d, where
trA = 0. Therefore any other geometry which forces F = 0 cannot appear. These are listed in Appendix
B.1.
3.3. The case of d = 1. In this case, the metric takes the form
g = −dt2 + g . (28)
The flux can be of one of three types:
(1) F = F,
(2) F = dt∧ F, and
(3) F = dt∧G+ F,
where here and in the sequel a bar denotes the absence of a dt component. Since t is a flat direction, the
tt component of the Ricci curvature vanishes, whence
Rtt =
1
2 |Ft|
2 + 16 |F|
2 = 0 , (29)
where Ft is the 3-form defined by Ft(X, Y,Z) = F(∂t,X, Y,Z). Applying this equation to each of the above
three cases in turn, we find
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(1) 0 = 16 |F|2 =⇒ |F| = 0 =⇒ F = 0 =⇒ F = 0,
(2) 0 = 12 |F|2 −
1
6 |F|
2 =⇒ |F| = 0 =⇒ F = 0 =⇒ F = 0, and
(3) 0 = 12 |G|2 +
1
6 |F|
2, but |F|2 = |F|2 − |G|2, whence 13 |G|2 +
1
6 |F|
2 = 0 =⇒ G = F = 0 =⇒ F = 0.
Therefore the only solution is such that F = 0, which means that g is Ricci-flat and hence flat. The only
solution is therefore the Minkowski vacuum of eleven-dimensional supergravity.
3.4. No de Sitter backgrounds. We will now show that no de Sitter background can occur. Let µ,ν, ...
be lorentzian indices and a,b, ... be riemannian indices. If F = F, meaning that it has no lorentzian
components, the Einstein equations are
Rµν = −
1
6 |F|
2gµν , (30)
which implies that the lorentzian factor is AdSd. This gets rid of any case where F = F is forced and yet
the lorentzian factor is not AdSd. This includes any background of the form dSd×M11−d for d > 5. We
can do better, though, and in fact discard all the de Sitter backgrounds.
Indeed, it is easy to dispose of the backgrounds of the form dSd64×M11−d as well. For such back-
grounds the most general 4-form F is of the form F = νd ∧ω + F, where νd is the volume form of dSd,
ω ∈ Ω4−d(M) and F ∈ Ω4(M). It follows that |F|2 = |F|2− |ω|2, whence the dSd-components of the Einstein
equation are
Rµν =
1
2 〈Fµ, Fν〉− 16gµν(|F|2 − |ω|2) . (31)
However 〈Fµ, Fν〉 = −|ω|2gµν, whence
Rµν = −
1
6gµν(2|ω|
2 + |F|2) , (32)
which is absurd, since dSd has positive scalar curvature.
3.5. Cases where M0 = CWd(A). The near Ricci-flatness of Cahen–Wallach spaces and the non-Ricci
flatness of riemannian symmetric spaces can be very useful in eliminating many other candidates from
the list. Let us assume a geometry of the type CWd(A)×M11−d.
3.5.1. The case d > 4. First we shall assume that d > 4. In that case, letting i, j, . . . denote transverse
indices in CWd(A), the 4-form F can only have the following nonzero components: F−ijk, F−ija, F−iab,
F−abc and Fabcd. The riemannian components of the Einstein equations in this case are
Rab =
1
2 〈Fa, Fb〉− 16 |F|2gab . (33)
Now, if Fabcd = 0 then |F| = 0 and hence the Einstein equations become
Rab =
1
2 〈Fa, Fb〉 = 0 , (34)
whenceM is flat and the solution is locally isometric to CWd(A)×R11−d. On the other hand, if Fabcd 6= 0,
then |F| 6= 0 and the Einstein equations say that
Rij =
1
6 |F|
2gij 6= 0 , (35)
which is absurd, unless d = 2 (so that there are no transverse dimensions). But CW2 is flat, so we are
actually back to the d = 1 case discussed in Section 3.3, resulting in the Minkowski vacuum. This deals
with all CWd×M11−d from the list, except for d 6 4.
3.5.2. The case d = 4. Here we can have one extra component for the 4-form, namely f = F+−12. The
Einstein equation together with the vanishing of the R+− component of the Ricci tensor become
〈F+, F−〉 = 13g+−|F|2 . (36)
This equation is still true relative to a Witt frame, in which case both parts of this equation become
〈F+, F−〉 = −f2 and |F|2 = |F|2 − f2 , (37)
where F has components Fabcd. Into equation (36), we now see that
1
3 |F|
2 + 23 f
2 = 0 =⇒ f = F = 0 . (38)
Thus we are reduced to the case d > 4 treated above, with the same conclusion.
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3.5.3. The case d = 3. The 4-form can have the following components: F+−1a, F−1ab, F−abc and Fabcd. The
component F+−1a is nonzero if and only there is an S1 factor inM. But this is then basically a degenerate
case of CW4. We did not use nondegeneracy when discussing the d = 4 case, whence the same result
obtains.
In summary, we have that the only possible backgrounds with a Cahen–Wallach space are CWd(A)×
R11−d and d > 3. As we have seen above, the 4-form is F = dx− ∧ϕ. It follows that |F| = 0 and F∧ F = 0,
so the only field equation which is not trivially satisfied is the −− component of the Einstein equation:
R−− =
1
2 〈F−, F−〉 = 12 |ϕ|2 . (39)
This simply imposes the condition trA = − 12 |ϕ|2 on the matrix A defining the Cahen–Wallach space.
In summary, we have the following family of backgrounds, with ϕ a transverse constant-coefficient
3-form (relative to the flat coordinates):
CWd>2(A)×R11−d F = dx− ∧ϕ trA = − 12 |ϕ|2 (40)
Such backgrounds are invariant under the homothetic action of R+. Indeed, if we let (g, F) 7→ (e2tg, e3tF),
then we may undo this via the following diffeomorphism: x− 7→ x−, xi 7→ etxi and x+ 7→ e2tx+; that is,
e2tg(x+, x−, xi) = g(e2tx+, x−, etxi) and e3tF(x+, x−, xi) = F(e2tx+, x−, etxi) . (41)
Symmetric Cahen–Wallach backgrounds have been considered in earlier work [13–16]. In fact, since
the property of being symmetric is preserved under geometric limits [14,17], the plane-wave limits of the
AdS backgrounds to be discussed in the next section are symmetric Cahen–Wallach backgrounds. This
was, in fact, the original interest in Cahen–Wallach backgrounds. Although we shall not do this in this
paper, we should remark that the possible plane-wave limits of symmetric spaces are easy to determine.
In fact, symmetric spaces are particular examples of geodesic orbit spaces, which are manifolds whose
geodesics coincide with the orbits of one-parameter subgroups of isometries. In particular, the geodesics
are homogeneous, for which there is a well-developed theory of plane-wave limits [18, 19] including an
explicit Lie-theoretic formula relating the choice of geodesic to the geometry of the plane wave which is
very easy to implement.
4. Anti de Sitter backgrounds
It remains to study those backgrounds of the form AdSd>2×M11−d, such as the well-known Freund–
Rubin backgrounds AdS4×S7 and AdS7 ×S4, and we do this now. The first observation is that we must
restrict to d 6 7, since if d > 8 there are no invariant 4-forms: the only invariant forms in AdSd are
the constant functions and constant multiples of the volume form and there are not enough riemannian
dimensions. Hence we are left with backgrounds of the form AdS26d67 ×M11−d. There are 568 possible
such geometries, but thankfully many of them can be ruled out because they do not admit invariant 4-
forms compatible with the field equations. Such geometries are described for completeness in Appendix
B. In the rest of this section we list the possible backgrounds and as far as possible we determine their
F-moduli.
A word about notation. We label the possible geometries using the compact forms of the riemannian
symmetric spaces. The Einstein equations will determine whether it is the compact form or the non-
compact dual which arises for a particular F. Notice however that since we are only concerned with
a classification up to local isometry, the topology will play no rôle. In particular, when we write Tn
we only mean an n-dimensional flat riemannian manifold and not necessarily the n-torus; although we
might indeed refer to it by name as a torus.
Unless otherwise noted, we use the following notations:
• ν denotes the volume form in AdSd;
• ω usually denotes the Kähler form of a hermitian symmetric space, such as CPn or G+R (2, 7);
• σ usually denotes the volume form of a sphere;
• the flat directions on Tn are usually denoted ϑa;
• AdS indices are usually denoted µ,ν, . . . , whereas riemannian indices are a,b, . . . ;
• coframes are usually denoted θa and the shorthand θab···c is used for θa ∧ θb ∧ · · ·∧ θc.
4.1. A useful heuristic. There is a useful heuristic which allows us to discard some candidate back-
grounds and at the same time provides a useful check of our computations. This is the fact that the
Einstein equation implies an overall balance between the scalar curvatures of the AdS and riemannian
factors. Although, the precise nature of the balance depends on the explicit form of F, it is not hard to
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show that in a background of the type AdSp×K11−p, where K is not necessarily irreducible, the scalar
curvature of K has to be positive. Let us show this. We shall adhere to the notation explained above.
First let us consider the case of p > 4. Since the only invariant forms on AdSp are the constants and
the volume p-form, if p > 4, F must have no legs along AdSp. From the Einstein equation we have that
Rµν = −
1
6gµν|F|
2 where |F|2 > 0, whence the Ricci scalar of the AdS factor is − 16p|F|2, which is indeed
negative. On the other hand Rab = p+16 gab|F|2 which means that K has positive scalar curvature.
Let p = 4, so that F = fν + F, with F a 4-form on K. It follows that |F|2 = −f2 + |F|2. From the Einstein
equations gµνRµν = − 43 (f2 + |F|2), whereas gabRab =
5
6 |F|
2 + 76 f
2, which is again positive.
If p = 3, F = ν ∧ α + F, where α is a 1-form on K. The Einstein equations now imply that gµνRµν =
−|α|2 − 16 |F|
2 < 0, whereas gabRab = 56 |α|2 +
2
3 |F|
2, which is positive.
Finally, if p = 2, F = ν ∧ β + F, where β is a 2-form on K. The Einstein equations now imply that
gµνRµν = −
2
3 |β|
2 − 13 |F|
2 < 0, whereas gabRab = 12
(
|β|2 + |F|2
)
, which is again positive.
4.2. AdS7 backgrounds. The possible backgrounds of the form AdS7 ×M4 are given below where the
first corresponds to the well-known Freund–Rubin background.
(1) AdS7 ×S4 (2) AdS7 ×CP2 (3) AdS7 ×S2 × S2
They solve the field equations provided that the metric on the AdS7 obeys Rµν = − 16 f2gµν whereas
that of the four-dimensional riemannian manifold obeys Rab = 13 f2gab. This means that we must take
the compact forms. The only subtlety is that CP2 does not admit a spin structure. So strictly speaking
we cannot perhaps include it as a supergravity background; although it does satisfy the equations of
motion. The radii of curvature of the two 2-spheres in AdS7 ×S2 × S2 are equal.
AdS7 ×S4 AdS7 ×CP2 AdS7 ×S2 × S2 F = fω4 (42)
4.3. AdS6 backgrounds. There are no AdS6×M5 backgrounds. All possible such geometries are ruled
out either because they have no nonzero F or if they do because they have a flat direction and this is
incompatible with the Einstein equation as described in Appendix B.3.
4.4. AdS5 backgrounds. The AdS5×M6 backgrounds are listed below and described in the sequel.
(1) AdS5×CP3
(2) AdS5×G+R (2, 5)
(3) AdS5×CP2 × S2
(4) AdS5×S4 × S2
(5) AdS5×S2 × S2 × S2
(6) AdS5×S2 × S2 × T 2
4.4.1. AdS5×CP3 andAdS5×G+R (2, 5) backgrounds. The geometryAdS5×CP3 supports a background. In-
deed, F = 12 fω ∧ ω, where ω is the Kähler form on CP
3. As shown in Appendix A.1, we may write
ω = θ12 + θ34 + θ56, relative to an orthonormal coframe. Then F = f(θ1234 + θ1256 + θ3456), from where we
see that |F|2 = 3f2. Similarly, F1 = f(θ234 + θ256), etc... from where 〈Fi, Fj〉 = 2f2gij. The Einstein equations
become
Rµν = −
1
2 f
2gµν and Rab = 12 f
2gab . (43)
The invariant metric on CP3 is Einstein due to the irreducibility of the linear isotropy representation,
hence these equations are satisfied simply by taking the right scalar multiple of the metric. Exactly the
same argument shows, using the results in Appendix A.2, that AdS5×G+R (2, 5) also supports a back-
ground.
AdS5×CP3 AdS5×G+R (2, 5) F = 12 fω2 . (44)
4.4.2. AdS5×S4×S2 andAdS5×CP2×S2 backgrounds. The geometries AdS5×S4×S2 and AdS5×CP2×S2
themselves do not admit solutions of the Einstein equations, but do if we consider the hyperbolic plane
H2 instead of S2. In either of the two cases, we must have F = fω4, where ω4 is the volume form of S4 or
CP2, whence |F|2 = f2. Therefore letting µ,ν, . . . , i, j, . . . and a,b, . . . denote indices in AdS5, H2 and S4 (or
CP2), respectively, we find the following Einstein equations:
Rµν = −
1
6 f
2gµν Rij = −
1
6 f
2gij and Rab = 13 f
2gab , (45)
where we have used that 〈Fa, Fb〉 = f2gab. The usual caveat about CP2 not admitting a spin structure
applies.
AdS5×H2 × S4 AdS5×H2 ×CP2 F = fω4 . (46)
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4.4.3. AdS5×S2 × S2 × S2 and AdS5×S2 × S2 × T 2 backgrounds. The geometry AdS5×S2 × S2 × S2 admits
a three-parameter family of backgrounds; although for some values of those parameters one of the S2
should be substituted by H2 or T 2. Let us write F = f1σ1 ∧ σ2 + f2σ2 ∧ σ3 + f3σ1 ∧ σ3, where σi are the
volume 2-forms of the three “spheres”. Then |F|2 = f21 + f22 + f23 and the Einstein equations for the AdS
factor say that Rµν = − 16 (f21+ f22+ f23)gµν, which just sets the scale. In particular, not all fi can be zero. On
the other hand, the Einstein equations for the three two-dimensional factors are of the form Ric = 13λg,
where
λ1 = f
2
1 + f
2
3 −
1
2 f
2
2 λ2 = f
2
1 + f
2
2 −
1
2 f
2
3 and λ3 = f22 + f23 − 12 f
2
1 . (47)
The sum of any two of the λs is positive, hence at most one of them must be non-positive. This means
that we have three possible geometries:
AdS5×S2 × S2 × S2 λi > 0 ∀i (48)
AdS5×S2 × S2 × T 2 λi = 0 ∃!i (49)
AdS5×S2 × S2 ×H2 λi < 0 ∃!i (50)
The regions in R3 defined by the above (in)equalities are easy to describe: for the case of S2 × S2 × S2
it is the outside of the double cones defined by f21 = 2(f22 + f23) and cyclic permutations, whereas for the
case of S2 × S2 × H2 it is the interior of any of these double cones. The boundary of these regions is the
union of the three double cones themselves. All such regions are conical (meaning that they admit an
action ofR+) due to the homothety invariance of the equations ofmotion of 11-dimensional supergravity:
g 7→ e2tg and F 7→ e3tF. This means that they are defined by their intersection with the unit sphere, its
link. Figure 1 illustrates the F-moduli for this geometry.
AdS5×S2 × S2 × S2
AdS5×S2 × S2 ×H2
AdS5×S2 × S2 × T 2
Figure 1. F-moduli for AdS5×S2 × S2 × S2 geometries
A comment on this and similar figures. Figures like 1 depict a compactification of the F-moduli space.
The boundary geometry, AdS5×S2 × S2 × T 2 in this example, is reached from either AdS5×S2 × S2 × S2
or AdS5×S2 × S2 ×H2 by letting the radius of curvature of the S2 or the H2 tend to infinity. It is therefore
infinitely far away and one can therefore not cross the boundary, just approach it from either side.
4.5. AdS4 backgrounds. In any such background, F = fν+ F, where ν is the volume form on AdS4. The
condition F ∧ F = 0 becomes fF = 0, whence either f = 0 or else F = 0. The latter case is the standard
Freund–Rubin ansatz. Here |F|2 = −f2 and the Einstein equations become
Rµν = −
1
3 f
2gµν and Rab = 16 f
2gab . (51)
This last equation means that only compact riemannian symmetric spaces can appear and moreover no
flat directions are allowed. The case where f = 0 is where F = F. The Einstein equation for the AdS
factor simply sets the radius of curvature: Rµν = − 16 |F|2gµν. The only conditions come from the Einstein
equation for the riemannian factor:
Rab =
1
2 〈Fa, Fb〉− 16 |F|2gab , (52)
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whence tracing R = 43 |F|2. This means that there has to be at least one compact non-flat factor. Notice
also that any geometry with flat directions but where F has no legs along the flat directions cannot occur.
The reason is that the Einstein equations along the flat directions say that Rij = − 16 |F|2gij, whence since
Rij = 0 force F = 0. These considerations result in the following six classes of backgrounds. Those
backgrounds with F = fν have been known since the early 1980s in the context of homogeneous Freund–
Rubin backgrounds [20].
4.5.1. AdS4×S7, AdS4×S5× S2 andAdS4× SLAG3×S2 backgrounds. The first is of course the well-known
Freund–Rubin vacuum. In all cases, F = fν, and
Rµν = −
1
3 f
2gµν and Rab = 16 f
2gab . (53)
In particular, the radii of curvature of all the compact riemannian symmetric spaces are equal.
AdS4×S7 AdS4×S5 × S2 AdS4× SLAG3×S2 F = fν (54)
4.5.2. AdS4×S4 × S3, AdS4×CP2 × S3 and AdS4×S2 × S2 × S3 backgrounds. Here we have F = f0ν + f1σ,
where σ is the volume form on S4 or CP2 or S2 × S2. The condition F ∧ F = 0 says that f0f1 = 0. If f1 = 0
we have the standard Freund–Rubin background, whereas if f0 = 0, then since F has no legs along the S3,
those components of the Einstein equation say that it has negative scalar curvature and hence we must
take H3. This gives rise to two distinct classes of backgrounds.
AdS4×S4 × S3 AdS4×CP2 × S3 AdS4×S2 × S2 × S3 F = fν (55)
AdS4×S4 ×H3 AdS4×CP2 ×H3 AdS4×S2 × S2 ×H3 F = fσ (56)
Notice that the boundary cases, where the curvature of S3 vanishes, cannot occur because they force
F = 0.
4.6. AdS3 backgrounds. These are the AdS3×M8 backgrounds:
(1) AdS3×CP3 × S2
(2) AdS3×G+R (2, 5)× S2
(3) AdS3×S4 × S4
(4) AdS3×S4 ×CP2
(5) AdS3×CP2 ×CP2
(6) AdS3×S4 × S2 × S2
(7) AdS3×CP2 × S2 × S2
(8) AdS3×CP2 × S2 × T 2
(9) AdS3×S3 × S3 × T 2
(10) AdS3×S3 × T 5
(11) AdS3×S2 × S2 × S2 × S2
(12) AdS3×S2 × S2 × S2 × T 2
(13) AdS3×S2 × S2 × T 4
(14) AdS3×S2 × T 6
4.6.1. AdS3×CP3×S2 andAdS3×G+R (2, 5)×S2 backgrounds. Let us consider the geometriesAdS3×CP3×S2
and AdS3×G+R (2, 5)× S2. LetM stand for either CP3 or G+R (2, 5). In this case, F = f1 12ω2 + f2ω∧σ, where
ω is the Kähler form on M and σ is the area form on S2. Then F ∧ F = f1f2ω3 ∧ σ, which vanishes if
and only if f1f2 = 0. Also |F|2 = 3(f21 + f22), whereas along the sphere 〈Fa, Fb〉 = 3f22gab and along M,
〈Fi, Fj〉 = (2f21 + f22)gij. This implies the following Einstein equations:
Rµν = −
1
2 (f
2
1 + f
2
2)gµν Rij =
1
2 f
2
1gij Rab = (f
2
2 −
1
2 f
2
1)gab . (57)
SinceM is not Ricci-flat, we must have f1 6= 0, whence f2 = 0 and hence we must have H2 instead of the
sphere. In summary,
AdS3×CP3 ×H2 AdS3×G+R (2, 5)×H2 F = f 12ω2 (58)
with Einstein equations Ric = 12λg for each factor, where λM = −λAdS3 = −λH2 = f2
4.6.2. AdS3×M4 × N4 backgrounds. Let us consider backgrounds with the geometry AdS3×M4 × N4,
whereM,N are 4-dimensional irreducible, orM = S4 and N = S2 × S2. (The case AdS3×CP2 × S2 × S2
is treated below.) In these cases, F = f1νM + f2νN is a linear combination of the volume forms. Since
F∧ F = 2f1f2νM ∧ νN, we see that f1f2 = 0. Notice now that |F|2 = f21 + f22, whence the AdS components of
the Einstein equations are Rµν = − 16 (f21 + f22)gµν, whereas the components alongM and N are
Ric(M) = 16 (2f
2
1 − f
2
2)g
(M) and Ric(N) = 16 (2f
2
2 − f
2
1)g
(N) . (59)
This means thatM andN can be compact or noncompact depending on whether 2f21− f22 and 2f22− f21 are
positive or negative. (They cannot be zero, becausewe have assumed that neitherM norN are flat.) Since
f1f2 = 0, then precisely one of them must be zero. If f1 = 0, then M is noncompact and N is compact,
whereas if f2 = 0 the it is the other way around. In other words, F is proportional to the volume form of
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the compact factor. LettingCH2 — the complex hyperbolic plane— denote the noncompact dual to CP2,
we have the following backgrounds:
AdS3×S4 ×H4 AdS3×S4 ×CH2 AdS3×CP2 ×H4 AdS3×CP2 ×CH2 F = fνcompact
AdS3×S4 ×H2 ×H2 AdS3×S2 × S2 ×H4 F = fνcompact
4.6.3. AdS3×S3 × S3 × T 2 and AdS3×S3 × T 5 backgrounds. The F-moduli space for these backgrounds is
illustrated in Figure 2.
AdS3×S3 × S3 × T 2
AdS3×S3 × T 5
Figure 2. F-moduli for AdS3×S3 × S3 × T 2 geometries
Let us first consider the AdS3×S3 × T 5 geometry. Here the most general F is given by F = ν3 ∧ α +
σ3 ∧ β+ γ, where α,β ∈ Ω1(T 5) and γ ∈ Ω4(T 5). The equations F∧ F = 0 impose the relations α∧ β = 0,
α∧γ = 0 and β∧γ = 0. We have two cases to study depending on whether at least one of α,β is nonzero
or both are zero.
If both α and β are zero, then we can take γ = fdϑ1234 without loss of generality, but then the Einstein
equation for ϑ5 says that f2 = 0 and hence F = 0. Therefore, we must have at least one of α,β nonzero.
In that case, α and β are proportional and ?γ is perpendicular to both. In other words, we can bring F to
the form
F = dϑ1 ∧ (f0ν+ f1σ3 + f2dϑ
234) . (60)
The T 5 Einstein equations become −f20 + f21 + f22 = f22 = 0, whence f2 = 0 and f21 = f20. This means that
|F|2 = 0, and hence the S3 Einstein equation says that Ric = 12 f21g, whereas that of AdS3 is Ric = −
1
2 f
2
1g. In
summary, we have
AdS3×S3 × T 5 F = f(ν± σ3)∧ dϑ5 . (61)
For the geometry AdS3×S3 × S3 × T 2, the most general F is
F = ν3 ∧ α+ σ3 ∧ β+ σ
′
3 ∧ γ , (62)
where α,β,γ are invariant 1-forms on T 2 not all of which are zero. The equation F ∧ F = 0 implies
that α ∧ β = 0, α ∧ γ = 0 and β ∧ γ = 0. This means that α,β,γ are proportional and hence F =
dϑ1 ∧ (f0ν3 + f1σ3 + f2σ
′
3), whence |F|2 = −f20 + f21 + f22. Since F has no dϑ2, the θ2 Einstein equation says
that |F|2 = 0, whence f20 = f21 + f22. The Einstein equations for AdS3 and the two 3-spheres are of the form
Ric = 12λg, where
λAdS3 = −(f
2
1 + f
2
2) λS3 = f
2
1 λS′3 = f
2
2 . (63)
Notice that if f2 = 0 or f1 = 0, we recover precisely the AdS3×S3 × T 5 background discussed above. In
summary, we have
AdS3×S3 × S3 × T 2 F = dϑ1 ∧ (f0ν3 + f1σ3 + f2σ ′3) f20 = f21 + f22 (64)
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AdS3×CP2 × S2 × S2
AdS3×CP2 × S2 ×H2
AdS3×CH2 × S2 × S2
AdS3×CP2 ×H2 ×H2
AdS3×CP2 ×H2 × T 2
AdS3×CP2 × S2 × T 2
AdS3×T 4 × S2 × S2
AdS3×CP2 × T 4
AdS3×S2 × T 6
Figure 3. F-moduli for AdS3×CP2 × S2 × S2 backgrounds
4.6.4. AdS3×CP2 × S2 × S2, AdS3×CP2 × S2 × T 2, AdS3×CP2 × T 4, AdS3×S2 × S2 × T 4 and AdS3×S2 × T 6
backgrounds. All these backgrounds can be obtained fromAdS3×CP2×S2×S2 by allowing the curvature
of some of the factors to vanish. The resulting F-moduli space is illustrated in Figure 3.
Let us start with AdS3×CP2 × S2 × S2. In this geometry, the general F is given by
F = f1
1
2ω
2 + f2ω∧ σ1 + f3ω∧ σ2 + f4σ1 ∧ σ2 , (65)
whereω is the Kähler form onCP2 (or its noncompact dual) and σ1,2 are the area forms on the spheres (or
hyperbolic planes). The equation F∧ F = 0 imposes the relation f1f4 + 2f2f3 = 0. The Einstein equations
for each of the factors take the form Ric = 16λg, where λAdS3 = −|F|2 = −(f21 + 2f22 + 2f23 + f24) and
λCP2 = 2f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 − f
2
4
λS2 = −f
2
1 + 4f22 − 2f23 + 2f24
λS′2 = −f
2
1 − 2f22 + 4f23 + 2f24
(66)
Depending on the value of the λs we obtain different backgrounds. First of all, we notice that the sum
of all the riemannian λs is non-negative, hence not all three can be negative. Furthermore, if λCP2 6 0,
then λS2 > 0 and λS′2 > 0 and similarly if all inequalities are strict. Assuming for the moment that no λ
vanishes, we have the following possible backgrounds.
AdS3×CP2 × S2 × S2 f21 − f24 + 13 |F|2 > 0, 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f23 > 0, 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 > 0 (67)
AdS3×CP2 × S2 ×H2 f21 − f24 + 13 |F|2 > 0,

2
3 |F|
2 − f21 − 2f23 < 0 and 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 > 0
or
2
3 |F|
2 − f21 − 2f23 > 0 and 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 < 0
(68)
AdS3×CP2 ×H2 ×H2 f21 − f24 + 13 |F|2 > 0, 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f23 < 0, 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 < 0 (69)
AdS3×CH2 × S2 × S2 f21 − f24 + 13 |F|2 < 0, 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f23 > 0, 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 > 0 (70)
Allowing either λS2 or λS′2 to vanish, we obtain the geometry AdS3×CP2 × S2 × T 2. However, the
existence of the flat direction means that our Ansatz for F is not the most general one and hence it is
conceivable that this geometry might allow for a branch of backgrounds different from the degeneration
of the previous backgrounds. We will see, though, that this does not happen. Indeed, the most general
F here is given by
F = f0ν3 ∧ dϑ
1 + f1
1
2ω
2 + f2ω∧ σ+ f3ω∧ dϑ
12 + f4σ∧ dϑ
12 . (71)
The equation F∧F = 0 leads to f0f2 = 0, f0f1 = 0 and 2f3f2+f4f1 = 0, whereas |F|2 = −f20+2f23+f24+2f22+f21.
The T 2 components of the Einstein equations say that |F1|2 = |F2|2 = 13 |F|2, which translates into f0 = 0
and 4f23 + 2f24 = 2f22 + f21. Since f0 = 0, we are back in the previous Ansatz for F and hence all the
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AdS3×CP2×S2× T 2 backgrounds are obtained by letting the curvature of either one of the two S2s go to
zero. There is no AdS3×CH2 × S2 × T 2 background, since as we saw before if λCP2 < 0 then λS2 > 0 and
λS′2 > 0. In summary, we obtain the following backgrounds
AdS3×CP2 × S2 × T 2 f21 − f24 + 13 |F|2 > 0,

2
3 |F|
2 − f21 − 2f23 = 0 and 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 > 0
or
2
3 |F|
2 − f21 − 2f23 > 0 and 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 = 0
(72)
AdS3×CP2 ×H2 × T 2 f21 − f24 + 13 |F|2 > 0,

2
3 |F|
2 − f21 − 2f23 < 0 and 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 = 0
or
2
3 |F|
2 − f21 − 2f23 = 0 and 23 |F|2 − f21 − 2f22 < 0
(73)
Setting λS2 = 0 = λS′2 we obtain backgrounds with geometry AdS3×CP2 × T 4, but as before the
flat directions allow for a more general F and we need to investigate the existence of other branches of
backgrounds sharing the same geometry but having this more general F. Again we will see that there
are none. Indeed, in this geometry, the most general F can be written as
F = ν3 ∧ α+ f1
1
2ω
2 + f4dϑ
1234 +ω∧ β (74)
for some α ∈ Ω1(T 4) and β ∈ Ω2(T 4). The equation F∧ F = 0 implies the relations α∧ β = 0, f1α = 0 and
β2 + f1f4dϑ
1234 = 0. We must distinguish two cases, depending on whether or not α = 0.
(1) If α 6= 0, then f1 = 0 and β = α ∧ ζ, for some ζ ∈ Ω1(T 4). This allows us to write α = f0dϑ1 and
β = f2dϑ
12 without loss of generality. The T 4 equations of motion become the relations
− f20 + 2f22 + f24 = 2f22 + f24 = f24 = 0 , (75)
which easily implies that f0 = f4 = f2 = 0 and hence F = 0.
(2) On the other hand, if α = 0, then we can write β = f2dϑ12 + f3dϑ34 without loss of generality,
resulting in the following F:
F = f1
1
2ω
2 + f2ω∧ dϑ
12 + f3ω∧ dϑ
34 + f4dϑ
1234 . (76)
But this is the original Ansatz and hence the backgrounds are obtained from the previous ones
by setting λS2 = 0 and λS′2 = 0.
These equations are given by
− f21 + 4f22 − 2f23 + 2f24 = 0 and − f21 − 2f22 + 4f23 + 2f24 = 0 . (77)
Subtracting one equation from the other, yields that f22 = f23 and then f21 = 2(f22+f24). Squaring the relation
f1f4 = −2f2f3 and using the above equations, we see that f42 = f24(f22+ f24), whose only (real) solutions obey
f22 = f
2
4. In other words, f22 = f23 = f24 and f21 = 4f22. In summary, we have
AdS3×CP2 × T 4 F = f(2ε1 12ω2 + ε2ω∧ dϑ12 − ε1ε2ω∧ dϑ34 + dϑ1234) , (78)
with εi signs. This accounts for the black dots in Figure 3.
Setting λCP2 = 0 we obtain backgrounds with underlying geometry AdS3×S2×S2×T 4, but again there
might be extra branches of backgrounds withe same underlying geometry due to the possibility of more
general Fs than the ones considered above. The most general F here is given by
F = ν3 ∧ α+ σ1 ∧ β+ σ2 ∧ γ+ f1dϑ
1234 + f4σ1 ∧ σ2 , (79)
where α ∈ Ω1(T 4) and β,γ ∈ Ω2(T 4). The equation F ∧ F = 0 says that f4α = 0, α ∧ β = 0, α ∧ γ = 0 and
β∧ γ+ f1f4dϑ
1234 = 0. We must distinguish two cases, depending on whether or not α = 0.
(1) If α 6= 0, we can bring it to the form α = f0dϑ1 without loss of generality. Then the equations
F∧ F = 0 imply that f4 = 0, and that α∧β = 0, α∧γ = 0 and β∧γ = 0. The most general solution
can be chosen to be β = f2dϑ12 and γ = f5dϑ12 + f6dϑ13. The T 4 Einstein equations impose the
following additional relations
− f20 + f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
5 + f
2
6 = f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
5 = f
2
1 + f
2
6 = f
2
1 = f5f6 = 0 , (80)
which clearly imply that F = 0.
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(2) If α = 0, then the most general solution is β = f2dϑ12 + f3dϑ34 and γ = f5dϑ12 + f6dϑ13 + f7dϑ14 +
f8dϑ
23 + f9dϑ
34, without loss of generality, so that
F = f4σ1 ∧ σ2 + f1dϑ
1234 + σ2 ∧ (f2dϑ
12 + f3dϑ
34) + σ1 ∧ (f5dϑ
12 + f6dϑ
13 + f7dϑ
14 + f8dϑ
23 + f9dϑ
34) . (81)
The equation F ∧ F = 0 becomes the relation f1f4 + f2f9 + f3f5 = 0. The T 4 Einstein equations,
namely 3 〈Fa, Fb〉 = |F|2gab, give a number of further quadratic relations. We compute
F1 = f1dϑ
234 + f2σ2 ∧ dϑ
2 + f5σ1 ∧ dϑ
2 + f6σ1 ∧ dϑ
3 + f7σ1 ∧ dϑ
4
F2 = −f1dϑ
134 − f2σ2 ∧ dϑ
1 − f5σ1 ∧ dϑ
1 + f8σ1 ∧ dϑ
3
F3 = f1dϑ
124 + f3σ2 ∧ dϑ
4 − f6σ1 ∧ dϑ
1 − f8σ1 ∧ dϑ
2 + f9σ1 ∧ dϑ
4
F4 = −f1dϑ
123 − f3σ2 ∧ dϑ
3 − f7σ1 ∧ dϑ
1 − f9σ1 ∧ dϑ
3
(82)
whence the Einstein equations become
f21 + f
2
2 + f
2
5 + f
2
6 + f
2
7 = f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
5 + f
2
8 = f
2
1 + f
2
3 + f
2
6 + f
2
8 + f
2
9 = f
2
1 + f
2
3 + f
2
7 + f
2
9
= 13 (f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5 + f
2
6 + f
2
7 + f
2
8 + f
2
9) (83)
and in addition
f6f8 = −f5f8 + f7f9 = f6f9 = f5f6 = f5f7 − f8f9 = f6f7 = 0 . (84)
The first equality in equation (83) says that f28 = f26 + f27 whereas the third says that f27 = f26 + f28,
whence f6 = 0 and f28 = f27. The second equality then says f22 + f25 = f23 + f29 and the last says
f24 = 2f21 + f22 + f25 + f27. The Einstein equations for the spheres are of the form Ric = 12λg, where
λ1 = f
2
1 + f
2
5 + 2f27 + f29 and λ2 = f21 + f22 + f23 , (85)
both of which are non-negative. Either can be zero, leading to a AdS3×S2× T 6 background, to be
discussed in more generality below.
In summary, we have
AdS3×S2 × S2 × T 4
{
f21 + f
2
5 + 2f27 + f29 > 0
f21 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 > 0
(86)
There do appear to be extra branches of backgrounds for this geometry. In fact, the original branch is
the one where f7 = f8 = 0 and f22 = f23 and f25 = f29. We will see in Section 4.6.5 that some of them (those
with f7 = f8 = 0) arise out of degenerations of AdS2×S2 × S2 × S2 × S2 backgrounds where two of the S2
become flat.
Finally, the geometry AdS3×S2 × T 6 supports backgrounds which are in the boundary between back-
grounds we have considered previously. It has possible F = ν3 ∧ α + σ2 ∧ β + γ, where α ∈ Ω1(T 6),
β ∈ Ω2(T 6), γ ∈ Ω4(T 6) and σ2 is the volume form on S2. Then the equation F∧ F = 0 implies
ν3 ∧ σ2 ∧ α∧ β+ ν3 ∧ α∧ γ+ σ2 ∧ β∧ γ = 0 . (87)
Since all three terms have different types, they must each vanish separately. Since neither ν3 nor σ2
vanish, we must have that α∧β = 0, α∧ γ = 0 and β∧ γ = 0. We have two cases to consider, depending
on whether or not α = 0.
(1) If α 6= 0, the first two equations imply that β = α ∧ δ and γ = α ∧ η. This means that F can be
brought to the form
F = f0ν3 ∧ dϑ
1 + f1σ2 ∧ dϑ
12 + f2dϑ
1456 + f3dϑ
1256 + f4dϑ
1236 + f5dϑ
1234 , (88)
which satisfies |F|2 = −f20 +
∑5
i=1 f
2
i . Let us now look at the T 6 components of the Einstein equa-
tions: |Fi|2 = 13 |F|2 for all i = 1, . . . , 6 and f2f3 = f3f4 = f4f5 = 0. Since |F1|2 = |F|2, this says that
|Fi|
2 = 0 for all i and hence also that |F|2 = 0, whence f20 =
∑5
i=1 f
2
i . Now |F2|2 = f21 + f23 + f24 + f25,
whence f1 = f3 = f4 = f5 = 0, but now |F4|2 = f22, whence f2 = 0 as well and thus f0 = 0 too.
(2) Now let α = 0. We claim that γ = 0. To see this, consider the Einstein equations in the flat
directions:
〈βa,βb〉+ 〈γa,γb〉 = 13 |F|2gab = 13 (|β|2 + |γ|2)gab . (89)
Tracing with gab we find
2|β|2 + 4|γ|2 = 2(|β|2 + |γ|2) =⇒ 2|γ|2 = 0 =⇒ γ = 0 . (90)
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We may now bring β to the form β = f1dϑ12 + f2dϑ34 + f3dϑ56, whence |β|2 = f21 + f22 + f23. The
Einstein field equations along the flat directions say that f21 = f22 = f23, whereas along the S2
direction, Ric = f21g.
AdS3×S2 × T 6 F = fσ2 ∧ (dϑ12 ± dϑ34 ± dϑ56) (91)
This is precisely the background we obtain from AdS3×CP2 × S2 × S2 after letting the curvatures of
the CP2 and one of the S2 vanish.
4.6.5. AdS3×S2×S2×S2×S2 andAdS3×S2×S2×S2×T 2 backgrounds. The geometry AdS3×S2×S2×S2×S2
admits several families of backgrounds. Letting σi, i = 1, . . . , 4 denote the area forms of the four 2-
spheres, the most general F is given by F =
∑
16i<j64 fijσi∧σj, with |F|2 =
∑
i,j f
2
ij. The equation F∧ F = 0
imposes the following relation f12f34 + f13f24 + f14f23 = 0. The Einstein equations for each of the factors
are of the form Ric = 16λg, where the λs are given as follows: for AdS3, λ = −|F|2, and for each of the S2
factors λ is given, respectively, by the following expressions:
λ1 = 2f212 + 2f213 + 2f214 − f223 − f224 − f234
λ2 = 2f212 + 2f223 + 2f224 − f213 − f214 − f234
λ3 = 2f213 + 2f223 + 2f234 − f212 − f214 − f224
λ4 = 2f214 + 2f224 + 2f234 − f212 − f213 − f223
One can see by inspection that the sum of any three of the λs is non-negative and if the sum of any three
is zero — particularly if each of the three is zero — then the remaining λ > 0 provided that F 6= 0. In
summary, we have three possible backgrounds with nonzero curvatures:
AdS3×S2 × S2 × S2 × S2 all λ > 0 (92)
AdS3×S2 × S2 × S2 ×H2 one λ < 0 and the remaining λ > 0 (93)
AdS3×S2 × S2 ×H2 ×H2 two λ < 0 and two λ > 0 (94)
Letting the curvature of one of the S2 (or H2) vanish we obtain a geometry of the type AdS3×S2×S2×
S2 × T 2. This geometry allows for a more general F, since we can have an extra term ν3 ∧ α for some
α ∈ Ω1(T 2). However that term is quickly discarded. Indeed, the most general F can be brought to the
form
F = f0ν3 ∧ dϑ
1 +
∑
16i<j63
fijσi ∧ σj +
3∑
i=1
fiσi ∧ dϑ
12 . (95)
The equation F ∧ F = 0 becomes the relations f0fij = 0, f12f3 + f13f2 + f23f1 = 0. We have |F|2 = −f20 +∑
i<j f
2
ij +
∑
i f
2
i . The T 2 components of the Einstein equation are |F1|2 = |F2|2 = 13 |F|2 and this imposes, in
particular, f0 = 0, whence we are back to the previous ansatz and hence all the AdS3×S2 × S2 × S2 × T 2
backgrounds can be obtained by letting the curvature of one of the spheres vanish.
AdS3×S2 × S2 × S2 × T 2 one λ = 0 and the remaining λ > 0 (96)
AdS3×S2 × S2 ×H2 × T 2 one λ = 0, one λ < 0 and two λ > 0 (97)
Letting two of the curvatures vanish we obtain backgrounds with geometry AdS3×S2×S2×T 4, which
were discussed in Section 4.6.4 in more generality. In the notation of that section, the backgrounds ap-
pearing here are those with f7 = f8 = 0. Similarly, letting three of the curvatures vanish we obtain
backgrounds with geometry AdS3×S2 × T 6, which were also already discussed in in Section 4.6.4.
4.7. AdS2 backgrounds. Finally, these are the AdS2×M9 backgrounds.
(1) AdS2× SLAG4
(2) AdS2×GC(2, 4)× S1
(3) AdS2×S7 × S2
(4) AdS2×CP3 × S3
(5) AdS2×G+R (2, 5)× S3
(6) AdS2×CP3 × T 3
(7) AdS2×G+R (2, 5)× T 3
(8) AdS2× SLAG3×S4
(9) AdS2×S5 × S4
(10) AdS2× SLAG3×CP2
(11) AdS2×S5 ×CP2
(12) AdS2× SLAG3×S2 × S2
(13) AdS2×S5 × S2 × S2
(14) AdS2× SLAG3×S2 × T 2
(15) AdS2×S5 × S2 × T 2
(16) AdS2× SLAG3×T 4
(17) AdS2×S5 × T 4
(18) AdS2×S4 × S3 × S2
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(19) AdS2×CP2 × S3 × S2
(20) AdS2×CP2 × S3 × T 2
(21) AdS2×CP2 × S2 × T 3
(22) AdS2×CP2 × T 5
(23) AdS2×S3 × S3 × T 3
(24) AdS2×S3 × S2 × S2 × S2
(25) AdS2×S3 × S2 × S2 × T 2
(26) AdS2×S3 × S2 × T 4
(27) AdS2×S3 × T 6
(28) AdS2×S2×S2×S2×S2×S1
(29) AdS2×S2 × S2 × S2 × T 3
(30) AdS2×S2 × S2 × T 5
(31) AdS2×S2 × T 7
4.7.1. AdS2× SLAG4 backgrounds. In this geometry, the most general F is proportional to the invariant
4-form Ω on SLAG4 defined in equation (215): F = fΩ. Therefore 〈Fa, Fb〉 = 8f2δab and |F|2 = 18f2. The
equation F ∧ F = 0 is satisfied because SLAG4 has no nonzero invariant 8-forms. The Einstein equation
for AdS2 is Ric = −3f2g, whereas that of SLAG4 is Ric = f2g.
AdS2× SLAG4 F = fΩ . (98)
4.7.2. AdS2×S7 × S2 backgrounds. In the geometry AdS2×S7 × S2 the most general 4-form is given by
F = fν ∧ σ, where ν and σ are the area forms on AdS2 and S2, respectively. The equation F ∧ F = 0 is
trivially satisfied and |F|2 = −f2. The Einstein equation for AdS2 is Ric = − 13 f2g and similarly for S2,
whence we must take H2 instead. The one for S7 is Ric = 16 f2g.
AdS2×H2 × S7 F = fν∧ σ . (99)
4.7.3. AdS2× SLAG3×S4 and AdS2×S5 × S4 backgrounds. In these geometries, F = fσ4, where σ4 is the
volume form on S4, whence F ∧ F = 0 and |F|2 = f2. The Einstein equation for AdS2 says Ric = − 16 f2g,
whereas for S4, Ric = 13 f2g. The Einstein equation for the 5-dimensional space is the same as for AdS2,
whence we must take the noncompact dual.
AdS2×H5 × S4 AdS2×(SL(3,R)/SO(3))× S4 F = fσ4 . (100)
4.7.4. AdS2×GC(2, 4) × S1 backgrounds. In the geometry AdS2×GC(2, 4) × S1 the most general invariant
4-form is given by F = f0ν ∧ ω + f1Ω(1) + f2Ω(2), where ω, Ω(i) are defined in Appendix A.4. Using
the equations (223), the field equation F ∧ F = 0 becomes f0(f1 + f2) = 0. Similarly, we compute |F|2 =
−4f20 + 3(f21 + f22). Since F has no legs along S1, that component of the Einstein equation just sets |F|2 = 0,
whence f20 = 34 (f21 + f22). This is consistent with f0(f1 + f2) = 0 (and F 6= 0) if and only if f2 = −f1, whence
f20 =
3
2 f
2
1. The Einstein equation for AdS2 becomes Ric = −2f20g, whereas the one for GC(2, 4) becomes
Ric = f20g, so it is the compact GC(2, 4) which appears.
AdS2×GC(2, 4)× S1 F = f
(√
3
2ν∧ω± (Ω(1) −Ω(2))
)
. (101)
4.7.5. AdS2×CP3 × S3 and AdS2×GR(2, 5) × S3 backgrounds. In the geometry AdS2×CP3 × S3, the most
general F is now F = f0ν ∧ ω + f1 12ω2, with ω the Kähler form of CP
3. The equation F ∧ F = 0 implies
f0f1 = 0, whereas the norm |F|2 = 3(f21 − f20). The Einstein equations for CP
3 say that Ric = 12 f21g, whence
f1 6= 0. This means that f0 = 0. The Einstein equations for S3 are Ric = − 12 f21g, whence we must take H3.
Finally, those of AdS2 are Ric = − 12 f21g. The same calculation applies to the geometry AdS2×GR(2, 5)×S3.
AdS2×H3 ×CP3 AdS2×H3 ×GR(2, 5) F = f 12ω2 . (102)
4.7.6. AdS2×CP3×T 3 andAdS2×G+R (2, 5)×T 3 backgrounds. In these geometries themost general invariant
4-form can be brought to the following form
F = f0ν∧ dϑ
12 + f1ν∧ω+ f2ω∧ dϑ
12 + f3
1
2ω
2 + f4ω∧ dϑ
23 , (103)
whereω is the Kähler form and ν the AdS2 area form. The equation F∧F = 0 translates into the following
relations
f1f3 = 0 f2f3 = 0 f3f4 = 0 f1f4 = 0 and f0f3 + 2f1f2 = 0 . (104)
The T 3 components of the Einstein equation impose the relation f2f4 = 0 and in addition the following
relations:
− f20 + 3f22 = −f20 + 3f22 + 3f24 = 3f24 = 13 |F|
2 , (105)
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where |F|2 = −f20−3f21+3f22+3f23+3f24. These relations imply f4 = 0, f20 = 3f22 and f21 = f23. This last equation,
together with the first relation in (104), says that f1 = f3 = 0, whence F = f0ν ∧ dϑ12 + f2ω ∧ dϑ12. The
AdS2 Einstein equation is Ric = − 32 f22g and the CP
3 Einstein equation is Ric = 12 f22g.
AdS2×CP3 × T 3 AdS2×G+R (2, 5)× T 3 F = f(ω±
√
3ν)∧ dϑ12 . (106)
4.7.7. AdS2×S3 × S3 × T 3 backgrounds. In this geometry, the most general F is given by
F = f0ν∧ dϑ
12 + f1σ3 ∧ dϑ
3 + f2σ3 ∧ dϑ
1 + f3σ
′
3 ∧ dϑ
1 + f4σ
′
3 ∧ dϑ
2 + f5σ
′
3 ∧ dϑ
3 . (107)
The equation F∧ F = 0 imposes the following relations:
f0f1 = 0, f0f5 = 0, f1f4 = 0, f2f4 = 0, f1f3 = f2f5 . (108)
The Einstein equations along T 3 give the following equalities:
f3f4 = f4f5 = f1f2 + f3f5 = 0 , (109)
and
− f20 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 = −f
2
0 + f
2
4 = −f
2
1 + f
2
5 =
1
3 (−f
2
0 − f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5) , (110)
from where we immediately read that f24 = f22 + f23 and that f25 = −f20 + f21 + f22 + f23. Inserting this into the
remaining equality, we find that f0 = 0. Inserting into the relations (108), only the last three remain. If
f4 6= 0, then those relations and also the first two in (109) say that f1 = f2 = f3 = f5 = 0, whence f4 = 0 as
well. Therefore f4 = 0 and hence f2 = f3 = 0. This means that f25 = f21. In other words, F = f(σ3+σ ′3)∧dϑ3.
The Einstein equations for the 3-spheres are of the form Ric = 16λg, where λ = f2 and λ ′ = f2, whereas for
AdS2 we find Ric = − 16 f2g. In summary, we have
AdS2×S3 × S3 × T 3 F = f(σ3 ± σ ′3)∧ dϑ3 (111)
4.7.8. AdS2×S4 × S3 × S2 backgrounds. In this geometry, the most general invariant 4-form is
F = f0ν∧ σ2 + fσ4 , (112)
with σk the volume form on Sk. The equation F ∧ F = 0 says that f0f1 = 0. The Einstein equations
for AdS2 and S2 are formally the same, whence we must take H2 instead of S2. The equation is then
Ric = − 16 (2f20+ f21)g. The Einstein equation for S4 is Ric =
1
6 (2f21+ f20)g, whence we do have S4. Finally, the
Einstein equation for S3 is Ric = 16 (f20 − f21)g. We have two kinds of geometries, depending on whether
f0 = 0 or f1 = 0.
AdS2×S4 × S3 ×H2 F = fν∧ σ2 , (113)
and
AdS2×S4 ×H3 ×H2 F = fσ4 . (114)
One might suspect the existence of a background AdS2×S4 × H2 × T 3 interpolating between them, but
the form of F would imply that F = 0 on the boundary. In fact, as shown in Appendix B.3, no such
background exists.
4.7.9. AdS2×S3 × T 6 backgrounds. In this geometry, the most general F takes the form
F = ν∧ α+ σ3 ∧ β+ γ (115)
where α ∈ Ω2(T 6), β ∈ Ω1(T 6) and γ ∈ Ω4(T 6) are parallel forms on T 6. The equation F ∧ F = 0 is
equivalent to α∧β = 0, α∧ γ = 0 and β∧ γ = 0. We must distinguish two cases, depending on whether
or not β = 0.
(1) If β 6= 0, the first and last equations have as solutions α = β∧ζ and γ = β∧ϕ, for some ζ ∈ Ω1(T 6)
and ϕ ∈ Ω3(T 6). Without loss of generality we can choose β ∝ dϑ1 and hence ζ ∝ dϑ2. We can
then write ϕ = dϑ2 ∧ ψ + χ for some ψ ∈ Ω2(T 6) and χ ∈ Ω3(T 6), with dϑi ∧ ψ = dϑi ∧ χ = 0 for
i = 1, 2. Without loss of generality can take ψ = f2dϑ34 + f3dϑ56 and hence χ = f4dϑ1456 + f5dϑ1346.
Since F = dϑ1 ∧H for some 3-form H, it follows that the T 6 Einstein equations imply that |Fi|2 = 0
(and hence |F|2 = 0) for all i = 1, . . . , 6. These equations are given by
− f20 + f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5 = −f
2
0 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 = f
2
2 + f
2
5 = f
2
2 + f
2
4 + f
2
5 = f
2
3 + f
2
4 = f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5 = 0 , (116)
whose only solution is fi = 0 for all i.
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(2) If β = 0, then |F|2 = −|α|2 + |γ|2 and the Einstein equations for the AdS2 and S3 factors are of the
form Ric = 16λg, where
λAdS2 = −(2|α|2 + |γ|2) and λS3 = |α|2 − |γ|2 . (117)
The Einstein equations along the flat directions are
− 〈αa,αb〉+ 〈γa,γb〉 = − 13 (|α|2 − |γ|2)gab , (118)
which upon tracing with gab becomes γ = 0. We can therefore bring β to the form β = f1dϑ12 +
f2dϑ
34 + f3dϑ
56 where f21 = f22 = f23 by virtue of the Einstein equations.
AdS2×S3 × T 6 F = fν∧ (dϑ12 ± dϑ34 ± dϑ56) . (119)
4.7.10. AdS2×CP2 × T 5 backgrounds. In the geometry AdS2×CP2 × T 5, the most general F takes the form
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1
1
2ω
2 + ν∧ α+ω∧ β+ γ , (120)
where α,β ∈ Ω2(T 5) and γ ∈ Ω4(T 5). The equation F∧ F = 0 gives rise to the following identities:
2f0β+ f1α = 0, f1γ+ β2 = 0, f0γ+ α∧ β = 0 . (121)
We can distinguish four cases:
(1) f0 6= 0, f1 = 0. In this case, β = γ = 0 and hence F can be brought to the form F = ν ∧ (f0ω +
f2dϑ
12 + f3dϑ
34). Since F has no legs along θ5, that component of the Einstein equations says that
|F|2 = 0, but since |F|2 6 0 here, it means that F = 0.
(2) f0 = 0, f1 6= 0. In this case, α = 0 and γ = −β2/f1. This means that F can be written as F = f1 12ω2 +
ω∧β−β2/f1. Without loss of generality we can let β = f2dϑ12 + f3dϑ34, whence β2 = 2f2f3dϑ1234.
Again there is no θ5 leg, whence its Einstein equation sets |F|2 = 0, but |F|2 > 0 here, whence again
F = 0.
(3) f0 6= 0, f1 6= 0. In this case, γ = 0, β2 = 0 and α = −2f0β2/f1. Since β2 = 0, it is decomposable,
whence we can bring it to the form β = f2dϑ12 without loss of generality. Then we have
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1
1
2ω
2 −
2f0f2
f1
ν∧ dϑ12 + f2ω∧ dϑ
12 . (122)
Since F has no legs along the θ3,4,5 directions, any of these Einstein equations sets |F|2 = 0, whence
f21+2f22 = 2f20+4f20f22/f21, which is equivalent to f21 = 2f20. The Einstein equations for AdS2 and CP
2
are of the form Ric = λg, with
− λAdS2 = f
2
0 + f
2
2 and λCP2 = 12 (f
2
0 + f
2
2) . (123)
Since f0 6= 0, we have AdS2×CP2 × T 5 for any allowed values of f0, f2.
(4) The final case is when f0 = f1 = 0. Here β2 = 0 and α∧ β = 0. The equation β2 = 0 says that β is
decomposable, whence without loss of generality we can let β = f2dϑ12. Then α∧ β = 0 forces α
to be a linear combination of dϑ12,dϑ13,dϑ14,dϑ15,dϑ23,dϑ24,dϑ25. Using the freedom to rotate in
the (345) directions, we can assume that dϑ24 and dϑ25 do not appear. This leaves the possibility
to rotate separately in the (12) and (45) planes. Rotating in the (12) plane we get rid of dϑ23 and
finally rotating in the (45) plane gets rid of dϑ15, whence α = dϑ1 ∧ (f3dϑ2 + f4dϑ3 + f5dϑ4). We
have now used all the symmetry, so we are forced to take γ to be the most general 4-form, namely
γ = f6dϑ
2345 + f7dϑ
1345 + f8dϑ
1245 + f9dϑ
1235 + f10dϑ
1234 . (124)
The Einstein equations along the T 5 directions become the following system of equalities:
f6f7 = f6f8 = f6f9 = f6f10 = f7f10 = f8f10 = f9f10 = f7f8 − f3f4 = f4f5 − f8f9 = f3f5 − f7f9 = 0 , (125)
and
f26 + f
2
7 + f
2
8 + f
2
9 = f
2
10 − f
2
5 + f
2
6 + f
2
7 + f
2
8 = f
2
10 − f
2
4 + f
2
6 + f
2
7 + f
2
9 = f
2
10 + 2f22 − f23 + f26 + f28 + f29
= f210 + 2f22 − f23 − f24 − f25 + f27 + f28 + f29 = 13
(
f210 + 2f22 − f23 − f24 − f25 + f26 + f27 + f28 + f29
)
. (126)
The only solutions are those for which all fi = 0 except for f2 and f3, which satisfy 2f22 = f23. This
branch is obtained formally from the previous one by setting f0 = f1 = 0.
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In summary, we have
AdS2×CP2 × T 5 F = f0√2
(√
2ν±ω
)
∧ω∓ f2
(√
2ν∓ω
)
∧ dϑ12 , (127)
where the signs are correlated.
4.7.11. AdS2× SLAG3×CP2,AdS2×S5×CP2,AdS2× SLAG3×T 4 andAdS2×S5×T 4 backgrounds. The res-
ulting moduli space is illustrated in Figure 4, which although labelled for S5/H5 applies as well to SLAG3
and its noncompact dual. There are boundaries between the regions corresponding to backgrounds of
the formAdS3×CP2×T 5 discussed in Section 4.7.10. They correspond to the branch of those backgrounds
where f0 = 0 in equation (127).
AdS2×S5 ×CP2
AdS2×S5 ×CH2
AdS2×H5 ×CP2
AdS2×S5 × T 4
AdS2×CP2 × T 5
Figure 4. F-moduli for AdS2×S5 ×CP2 geometries
In the geometries AdS2× SLAG3×CP2 and AdS2×S5 ×CP2, the most general 4-form is
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1
1
2ω
2 , (128)
which automatically satisfies F ∧ F = 0 and has norm |F|2 = −2f20 + f21. The Einstein equations along S5
(or SLAG3) are Ric = 16 (2f20 − f21)g, whereas those along CP
2 are Ric = 16 (2f21 − f20)g and along AdS2 are
Ric = − 16 (4f20 + f21)g. In summary, we have
AdS2× SLAG3×CP2 AdS2×S5 ×CP2 4f21 > 2f20 > f21 , (129)
AdS2× SLAG3×CH2 AdS2×S5 ×CH2 f20 > 2f21 , (130)
and
AdS2×(SL(3,R)/SO(3))×CP2 AdS2×H5 ×CP2 f21 > 2f20 . (131)
If we now let theCP2 curvature go to zero, we obtain backgroundswith geometries AdS2× SLAG3×T 4
andAdS2×S5×T 4, respectively. In principle, on these geometrieswe could have amore general F, namely
F = f0ν∧ dϑ
12 + f1dϑ
1234 + f2ν∧ dϑ
34 , (132)
which obeys F∧F = 0 and |F|2 = −f20+f21−f22. The T 4 components of the Einstein equation say |Fi|2 = 13 |F|2.
This translates into the equalities −f20 + f21 = −f22 + f21 = 13 (−f20 + f21 − f22). The first equality says f20 = f22,
whereas the second says f22 = 2f21. This means |F|2 = −3f21. The Einstein equation for AdS2 says Ric =
− 32 f
2
1g, whereas that of the 5-dimensional space is Ric = 12 f21g. In summary, we have
AdS2× SLAG3×T 4 AdS2×S5 × T 4 F = f
(
dϑ1234 ±
√
2ν∧ (dϑ12 ± dϑ34)
)
, (133)
where the signs are uncorrelated. These is precisely (up to change of local orthonormal frame) the back-
grounds obtained by letting the CP2 curvature above vanish.
If on the contrary we let the curvature of S5 or SLAG3 vanish, we obtain the branch of AdS3×CP2× T 5
backgrounds with f0 = 0 in equation (127).
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4.7.12. AdS2× SLAG3×S2 × S2, AdS2×S5 × S2 × S2, AdS2× SLAG3×S2 × T 2 and AdS2×S5 × S2 × T 2 back-
grounds. The F-moduli space is illustrated for the case of S5 in Figure 5. There is a similar diagram for
SLAG3 replacing the S5.
AdS2×S5 × S2 × S2
AdS2×S5 × S2 ×H2
AdS2×S5 ×H2 ×H2
AdS2×H5 × S2 × S2
AdS2×S5 × S2 × T 2
AdS2×S5 ×H2 × T 2
AdS2×T 5 × S2 × S2
AdS2×S5 × T 4
AdS2×S2 × T 7
Figure 5. F-moduli for AdS2×S5 × S2 × S2 geometries
The most general invariant 4-form is given by
F = f0ν∧ σ1 + f1ν∧ σ2 + f2σ1 ∧ σ2 , (134)
where σi are the area forms on the S2s. The norm is given by |F|2 = −f20 − f21 + f22. The equation F∧ F = 0
holds for dimensional reasons, since F has legs along a six-dimensional space. The Einstein equations for
S5 (or SLAG3) are Ric = 16 (f20 + f21 − f22)g, whereas the ones for the two S2 are Ric =
1
6 (f
2
1 + 2f22 − 2f20)g and
Ric = 16 (f20+2f22−2f21)g, respectively. The one for AdS2 says that Ric = −
1
6 (2f20+2f21+ f22)g. It is not hard to
show that if the scalar curvatures of the S5 is negative (so we have H5 instead) then the scalar curvatures
of the two S2s must be positive. On the other hand, if the scalar curvature of the S5 is positive, then the
scalar curvatures of the two S2s are not constrained. Hence we get four types of geometries, depending
on the values of f0, f1, f2.
AdS2× SLAG3×S2 × S2 AdS2×S5 × S2 × S2

f20 + f
2
1 > f
2
2
f21 + 2f22 > 2f20
f20 + 2f22 > 2f21
(135)
AdS2× SLAG3×S2 ×H2 AdS2×S5 × S2 ×H2
{
2f21 > f20 + 2f22
2f20 < f21 + 2f22
(136)
AdS2× SLAG3×H2 ×H2 AdS2×S5 ×H2 ×H2
{
2f21 > f20 + 2f22
2f20 > f21 + 2f22
(137)
AdS2×(SL(3,R)/SO(3))× S2 × S2 AdS2×H5 × S2 × S2 f22 > f20 + f21 (138)
Letting the curvature of one of S2 (orH2) vanish, we obtain backgrounds of the typeAdS2× SLAG3×S2×
T 2 and AdS2×S5 × S2 × T 2. The most general F in these geometries is not more general than the one just
considered, hence the backgrounds are obtained from the ones above simply by letting one of S2 or H2
in the first two of the above backgrounds become flat:
AdS2× SLAG3×S2 × T 2 AdS2×S5 × S2 × T 2
{
2f20 = 2f22 + f21
2f22 > f21
(139)
AdS2× SLAG3×H2 × T 2 AdS2×S5 ×H2 × T 2
{
2f20 = 2f22 + f21
2f22 < f21
(140)
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Ifwe let both S2 becomeflat, we obtain the backgroundswith geometryAdS2×S5×T 4 orAdS2× SLAG3×T 4
in equation (133), whereas if we let the curvature of the S5 or SLAG3 vanish, we obtain backgrounds with
geometries AdS2×S2 × S2 × T 5 and AdS2×S2 × T 7 to be discussed below in more generality.
4.7.13. AdS2×CP2 × S3 × S2 and AdS2×CP2 × S3 × T 2 backgrounds. The F-moduli for these backgrounds
is illustrated in Figure 6.
AdS2×CP2 × S3 × S2
AdS2×CP2 × S3 ×H2
AdS2×CP2 ×H3 × S2
AdS2×CP2 ×H3 ×H2
AdS2×CH2 × S3 × S2
AdS2×CP2 × S3 × T 2
AdS2×CP2 × T 5
AdS2×CP2 ×H3 × T 2
AdS2×S3 × S2 × T 4
AdS2×S3 × T 6
Figure 6. F-moduli for AdS2×CP2 × S3 × S2 backgrounds
In this geometry, the most general invariant 4-form is
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1ν∧ σ2 + f2
1
2ω
2 + f3ω∧ σ2 (141)
The equation F∧F = 0 imposes the condition 2f0f3+f1f2 = 0. The norm is given by |F|2 = −2f20−f21+f22+2f23.
The Einstein equations for AdS2, CP2, S3 and S2 are of the form Ric = 16λg, where the constant λ takes the
following values:
λAdS2 = −4f20 − 2f21 − f22 − 2f23
λCP2 = −f
2
0 + f
2
1 + 2f22 + f23
λS3 = 2f20 + f21 − f22 − 2f23
λS2 = 2f20 − 2f21 − f22 + 4f23 .
(142)
The sum of all but λAdS2 is non-negative, whence they cannot all be negative. Similarly, if λCP2 is negative
then λS3 and λS2 are both positive. Any other combination of signs is possible. In summary, we have the
following backgrounds:
AdS2×CP2 × S3 × S2 f21 + 2f22 + f23 > f20 2f20 + f21 > f22 + 2f23 2f20 + 4f23 > 2f21 + f22 , (143)
AdS2×CP2 × S3 ×H2 f21 + 2f22 + f23 > f20 2f20 + f21 > f22 + 2f23 2f20 + 4f23 < 2f21 + f22 , (144)
AdS2×CP2 ×H3 × S2 f21 + 2f22 + f23 > f20 2f20 + f21 < f22 + 2f23 2f20 + 4f23 > 2f21 + f22 , (145)
AdS2×CP2 ×H3 ×H2 f21 + 2f22 + f23 > f20 2f20 + f21 < f22 + 2f23 2f20 + 4f23 < 2f21 + f22 , (146)
and
AdS2×CH2 × S3 × S2 f21 + 2f22 + f23 < f20 2f20 + f21 > f22 + 2f23 2f20 + 4f23 > 2f21 + f22 . (147)
Letting the curvature of the S2 (or H2) vanish we arrive at backgrounds with geometry AdS2×CP2 ×
S3 × T 2. However in principle such a geometry admits more general F: namely,
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1ν∧ dϑ
12 + f2
1
2ω
2 + f3ω∧ dϑ
12 + f4σ3 ∧ dϑ
1 , (148)
without loss of generality. The equation F∧F = 0 imposes the relations f0f4 = 0, f2f4 = 0 and f1f2+2f0f3 =
0, whereas the Einstein equations along the flat directions become −f21 + 2f23 = −f21 + 2f23 + f24 = 13 |F|2,
where |F|2 = −f21− 2f20+ 2f23+ f22+ f24. But now the first equality translates into f4 = 0, whence we are back
to the same Ansatz for F as in equation (141), except that we impose the additional Einstein equation:
2f20 + 4f23 = 2f21 + f22, which has the effect of setting the curvature of the S2 to zero. In summary, we have
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AdS2×CP2 × S3 × T 2 f20 + 3f23 > f21 > 2f23 , (149)
AdS2×CH2 × S3 × T 2 f21 > 3f23 + f20 , (150)
and
AdS2×CP2 ×H3 × T 2 2f23 > f21 . (151)
If we let instead the curvature of S3 vanish we do not obtain any backgrounds within this Ansatz;
although as we shall see in Section 4.7.15 below, there are symmetric backgrounds with underlying geo-
metry AdS2×CP2 ×H2 × T 3.
If we let the curvature of CP2 vanish, we obtain a branch of AdS2×S3 × S2 × T 4 backgrounds to be
discussed in more generality below in Section 4.7.14. In addition we can let the curvature of S3 or of S2
(but not both) vanish to obtain AdS2×S2×T 7 and AdS2×S2×T 6 backgrounds. These latter backgrounds
were discussed in Section 4.7.9.
4.7.14. AdS2×S3 × S2 × S2 × S2, AdS2×S3 × S2 × S2 × T 2 and AdS2×S3 × S2 × T 4 backgrounds. In the first
of these geometries, the most general F is given by
F = f1ν∧ σ1 + f2ν∧ σ2 + f3ν∧ σ3 + f4σ1 ∧ σ2 + f5σ1 ∧ σ3 + f6σ2 ∧ σ3 , (152)
whereas the equation F∧ F = 0 only imposes the condition f1f6 + f2f5 + f3f4 = 0. The norm of F is given
by |F|2 = −f21 − f22 − f23 + f24 + f25 + f26. The Einstein equations for the different factors are Ric = 16λg, where
λS3 = f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 − f
2
4 − f
2
5 − f
2
6
λS2(1)
= −2f21 + f22 + f23 + 2f24 + 2f25 − f26
λS2(2)
= f21 − 2f22 + f23 + 2f24 − f25 + 2f26
λS2(3)
= f21 + f
2
2 − 2f23 − f24 + 2f25 + 2f26
(153)
It is clear that the sum of any three is non-negative, whence at most two of the λs can be negative. This
gives rise to the following backgrounds.
AdS2×S3 × S2 × S2 × S2

f21 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 > f
2
4 + f
2
5 + f
2
6
f22 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f25 > 2f21 + f26
f21 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f26 > 2f22 + f25
f21 + f
2
2 + 2f25 + 2f26 > 2f23 + f24
(154)
AdS2×H3 × S2 × S2 × S2

f21 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 < f
2
4 + f
2
5 + f
2
6
f22 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f25 > 2f21 + f26
f21 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f26 > 2f22 + f25
f21 + f
2
2 + 2f25 + 2f26 > 2f23 + f24
(155)
AdS2×S3 ×H2 × S2 × S2

f21 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 > f
2
4 + f
2
5 + f
2
6
f22 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f25 < 2f21 + f26
f21 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f26 > 2f22 + f25
f21 + f
2
2 + 2f25 + 2f26 > 2f23 + f24
(156)
AdS2×H3 ×H2 × S2 × S2

f21 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 < f
2
4 + f
2
5 + f
2
6
f22 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f25 < 2f21 + f26
f21 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f26 > 2f22 + f25
f21 + f
2
2 + 2f25 + 2f26 > 2f23 + f24
(157)
AdS2×S3 ×H2 ×H2 × S2

f21 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 > f
2
4 + f
2
5 + f
2
6
f22 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f25 < 2f21 + f26
f21 + f
2
3 + 2f24 + 2f26 < 2f22 + f25
f21 + f
2
2 + 2f25 + 2f26 > 2f23 + f24
(158)
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Letting the curvature of one the S2 vanish, we arrive at backgroundswith underlying geometryAdS2×S3×
S2 × S2 × T 2. However such a geometry admits, in principle, a more general F: namely, one which can be
brought to the form
F = f1ν∧ σ1 + f2ν∧ σ2 + f3ν∧ dϑ
12 + f4σ1 ∧ σ2 + f5σ1 ∧ dϑ
12 + f6σ2 ∧ dϑ
12 + f7υ∧ dϑ
1 (159)
without loss of generality, where υ is the volume form on the S3. The equation F ∧ F = 0 results in the
relations
f3f4 + f1f6 + f2f5 = 0, f7f4 = 0, f1f7 = 0, f2f7 = 0 , (160)
whereas the T 2 Einstein equations become
− f23 + f
2
7 + f
2
5 + f
2
6 = −f
2
3 + f
2
5 + f
2
6 =
1
3 (f
2
7 − f
2
1 − f
2
2 − f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5 + f
2
6) . (161)
These equations are equivalent to f7 = 0 and
f21 + f
2
2 + 2f25 + 2f26 = 2f23 + f24 . (162)
In particular, since f7 = 0 we are back in the Ansatz for F given in equation (152), but with a particular
choice of which one of the three S2 has become flat. This means that we can obtain these backgrounds
simply by setting λS2(3) = 0. Clearly there are similar classes of backgrounds obtained by setting any of
the other λS2 to zero instead.
In summary, we have – up to relabeling – the following backgrounds:
AdS2×S3 × S2 × S2 × T 2 f23 > f25 + f26 f23 + f24 > f21 + f26 f23 + f24 > f22 + f25 , (163)
AdS2×H3 × S2 × S2 × T 2 f23 < f25 + f26 f23 + f24 > f21 + f26 f23 + f24 > f22 + f25 , (164)
and
AdS2×S3 × S2 ×H2 × T 2 f23 > f25 + f26 f23 + f24 > f21 + f26 f23 + f24 < f22 + f25 . (165)
Letting the curvature of another of the S2 vanish, we obtain backgrounds with underlying geometry
AdS2×S3 × S2 × T 4. Again, though, such a geometry admits a more general F: namely,
F = f1ν∧ σ+ ν∧ α+ υ∧ β+ σ∧ γ+ f6dϑ
1234 , (166)
where α,γ ∈ Ω2(T 4) and β ∈ Ω1(T 4) are parallel forms on T 4 and σ and υ are the volume forms on S2 and
S3, respectively. The equation F∧ F = 0 imposes the following relations
α∧ β = 0, α∧ γ+ f1f6dϑ1234 = 0 , f1β = 0, β∧ γ = 0 . (167)
We must distinguish two cases, depending on whether or not β = 0.
(1) If β is a nonzero 1-form, then f1 = 0 and the equations α∧β = 0 and β∧γ = 0 imply the existence
of 1-forms ζ and ξ such that α = ζ∧ β and γ = ξ∧ β. The most general F can now be brought to
the form
F = f0υ3 ∧ dϑ
1 + f2σ∧ dϑ
12 + f6dϑ
1234 + f4ν∧ dϑ
12 + f5ν∧ dϑ
13 . (168)
Indeed, we can choose β = f0dϑ1 without loss of generality, and hence ζ to be any linear com-
bination of dϑ2 and dϑ3. But now acting by isometries fixing β we can assume that ζ has no
dϑ3 component. Finally this leaves ξ to be an arbitrary linear combination of dϑ2 and dϑ3. The
equation F∧ F = 0 is now automatically satisfied, whereas the T 4 Einstein equations become the
following equalities:
f20 + f
2
2 + f
2
6 − f
2
4 − f
2
5 = f
2
2 + f
2
6 − f
2
4 = f
2
6 − f
2
5 = f
2
6 = 0 , (169)
and also f4f5 = 0. This implies that f6 = f5 = f0 = 0 and f22 = f24. In particular, it follows that |F| = 0
and since F has remained without legs along S3, the Einstein equations would say S3 is Ricci-flat,
which is absurd.
(2) On the other hand, if β = 0, then F can be brought to the following form
F = ν∧ (f1σ+ f2dϑ
12 + f3dϑ
34) + f6dϑ
1234 + σ∧ (f4dϑ
12 + f5dϑ
34 + f7dϑ
13 + f8dϑ
14) , (170)
and the only relation left from F∧F = 0 is f2f5+f1f6+f3f4 = 0. The T 4 Einstein equations translate
into the following equalities:
f5f8 = f5f7 = f4f7 = f4f8 = f7f8 = 0 , (171)
and
− f22 + f
2
6 + f
2
4 + f
2
7 + f
2
8 = −f
2
2 + f
2
6 + f
2
4 = −f
2
3 + f
2
6 + f
2
5 + f
2
7 = −f
2
3f
2
6 + f
2
5 + f
2
8 =
1
3 |F|
2 (172)
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where |F|2 = −f21−f22−f23+f26+f24+f25+f27+f28. The first of the above equalities says that f7 = f8 = 0,
which means that F now conforms to the Ansatz in equation (152). This means that this family
of backgrounds is obtained by setting, say, λS2(2) = 0 in addition.
In summary, we have λS2(2) = λS2(3) = 0 and the following backgrounds:
AdS2×S3 × S2 × T 4 2f23 + 3f24 > f21 + f22 > f24 , (173)
and
AdS2×S3 ×H2 × T 4 f21 + f22 > 2f23 + 3f24 . (174)
4.7.15. AdS2×CP2 × S2 × T 3 backgrounds. In this geometry, the most general F is given by
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1ν∧ σ2 + f2ω∧ σ2 + f3
1
2ω
2 + ν∧ α+ω∧ β+ σ2 ∧ γ , (175)
where α,β,γ ∈ Ω2(T 3). The equation F∧ F = 0 implies the following relations:
2f0f2 + f1f3 = 0, 2f0β+ f3α = 0, f0γ+ f1β+ f2α = 0, 2f2β+ f3γ = 0 . (176)
Without loss of generality with can choose the one-forms ?α = f4dϑ1, ?β = f5dϑ1 + f6dϑ2 and ?γ =
f7dϑ
1 + f8dϑ
2 + f9dϑ
3,whence
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1ν∧ σ2 + f2ω∧ σ2 + f3
1
2ω
2 + f4ν∧ dϑ
23
+ f5ω∧ dϑ
23 − f6ω∧ dϑ
13 + f7σ2 ∧ dϑ
23 − f8σ2 ∧ dϑ
13 + f9σ2 ∧ dϑ
12 , (177)
with relations
2f0f2 + f1f3 = 0, 2f0f5 + f3f4 = 0, 2f2f5 + f3f7 = 0, 2f2f6 + f3f8 = 0,
f0f6 = 0, f3f9 = 0, f0f9 = 0, f0f8 + f1f6 = 0, f0f7 + f1f5 + f2f4 = 0 .
(178)
The T 3 Einstein equations impose the further equalities
f7f9 = f8f9 = 2f5f6 + f7f8 = 0 , (179)
and
2f26+f28+f29 = −f24+2f25+f27+f29 = −f24+2f25+2f26+f27+f28 = 13 (−2f
2
0−f
2
1+2f22+f23−f24+2f25+2f26+f27+f28+f29) , (180)
which can be rewritten as
f24 + 2f26 + f28 = 2f25 + f27 = f24 + f29 and 2f20 + f21 + 3f29 = 2f22 + f23 . (181)
The above system of equations is not hard to reduce. One can see fairly quickly that f6 = f8 = f9 = 0.
This means that dϑ1 does not appear in F, whence the Einstein equation along ϑ1 will force |F| = 0. In all
cases, the Einstein equations for the different factors are of the form Ric = 12λg for some λ to be described
below on a case-by-case analysis.
There are three different branches of solutions to equations (178) and (181).
(1) In the first branch, f0 = f1 = f2 = f3 = f6 = f8 = f9 = 0, whence
F = (f4ν+ f5ω+ f7σ2)∧ dϑ
23 , (182)
subject to |F|2 = 0, i.e., f24 = 2f25 + f27. This implies that
λCP2 = f
2
5, λS2 = f27, and λAdS2 = −f24 (183)
whence we have the following background:
AdS2×CP2 × S2 × T 3 F = (f4ν+ f5ω+ f7σ2)∧ dϑ23 f24 = 2f25 + f27 . (184)
If we set f5 = 0, we get
AdS2×S2 × T 7 F = (f4ν+ f7σ2)∧ dϑ23 f24 = f27 . (185)
(2) In the second branch, f1 = f2 = f6 = f7 = f8 = f9 = 0, whence
F = f0ν∧ω+ f3
1
2ω
2 + f4ν∧ dϑ
23 + f5ω∧ dϑ
23 , (186)
where f3 = ±
√
2f0 and f4 = ∓
√
2f5, with correlated signs. It follows that
λCP2 = f
2
0 + f
2
5, λS2 = 0, and λAdS2 = −(f20 + f25) , (187)
whence we have an AdS2×CP2 × T 5 background, of the type already discussed in Section 4.7.10.
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(3) The final branch is very similar to the previous one. In this one we have f4 = f5 = f6 = f7 = f8 =
f9 = 0, whence
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1ν∧ σ2 + f2ω∧ σ2 + f3
1
2ω
2 , (188)
with f3 = ±
√
2f0 and f1 = ∓
√
2f2, with correlated signs. It follows that
λCP2 = f
2
0 + f
2
2, λS2 = 0, and λAdS2 = −(f20 + f22) , (189)
whence we have an AdS2×CP2×T 5 background, of the type already discussed in Section 4.7.10. Indeed,
notice that since λS2 = 0, σ2 can be understood as dϑ45, say.
4.7.16. AdS2×S2 × S2 × S2 × S2 × S1 backgrounds. In this geometry, the most general F is given by
F =
4∑
i=1
fiν∧ σi +
∑
16i<j64
fijσi ∧ σj , (190)
and the equation F∧ F = 0 results in the following identities:
f1f23 + f2f13 + f3f12 = 0
f1f24 + f2f14 + f4f12 = 0
f12f34 + f13f24 + f14f23 = 0
f1f34 + f3f14 + f4f13 = 0
f2f34 + f3f24 + f4f23 = 0
(191)
Since F has no legs along the S1, the S1 Einstein equation sets |F|2 = 0, which translates into
∑
i f
2
i =∑
i<j f
2
ij. The Einstein equations for the S2 factors are of the form Ric = 12λg, where
λ1 = −f
2
1 + f
2
12 + f
2
13 + f
2
14
λ2 = −f
2
2 + f
2
12 + f
2
23 + f
2
24
λ3 = −f
2
3 + f
2
13 + f
2
23 + f
2
34
λ4 = −f
2
4 + f
2
14 + f
2
24 + f
2
34
(192)
The sum of any three is non-negative, whence at most two can be negative. This gives rise to three
possible geometries summarised below. It is easy to show that the first two cases can indeed occur, by
considering special solutions with two of the fi vanishing.
AdS2×S2 × S2 × S2 × S2 × S1

f212 + f
2
13 + f
2
14 > f
2
1
f212 + f
2
23 + f
2
24 > f
2
2
f213 + f
2
23 + f
2
34 > f
2
3
f214 + f
2
24 + f
2
34 > f
2
4
, (193)
AdS2×H2 × S2 × S2 × S2 × S1

f212 + f
2
13 + f
2
14 < f
2
1
f212 + f
2
23 + f
2
24 > f
2
2
f213 + f
2
23 + f
2
34 > f
2
3
f214 + f
2
24 + f
2
34 > f
2
4
, (194)
and
AdS2×H2 ×H2 × S2 × S2 × S1

f212 + f
2
13 + f
2
14 < f
2
1
f212 + f
2
23 + f
2
24 < f
2
2
f213 + f
2
23 + f
2
34 > f
2
3
f214 + f
2
24 + f
2
34 > f
2
4
. (195)
I have yet to show that the last system can indeed have solutions.
4.7.17. AdS2×S2 × S2 × S2 × T 3, AdS2×S2 × S2 × T 5 and AdS2×S2 × T 7 backgrounds. The determination
of the F-moduli space for these families of backgrounds is computationally very complex and I have not
been able to determine the moduli space. Backgrounds with such geometries do exist: indeed, they have
appeared already as limiting cases of other backgrounds. The question remains whether some of the S2
in the geometries can be replaced by hyperbolic planes.
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Appendix A. Geometry of some symmetric spaces
In this appendix we collect some information relevant to the calculations with symmetric spaces. We
use the following notation: Eij is the elementary matrix with a 1 in the (i, j) entry and 0 otherwise. We let
Aij = Eij − Eji and Sij = Eij + Eji denote the corresponding elementary skew- and symmetric matrices.
A.1. CP3. This is the symmetric space U(4)/U(3)×U(1). The Lie algebra u(4) is the subalgebra of 4× 4
skew-hermitian complex matrices, whereas the subalgebra k = u(3) ⊕ u(1) is the subalgebra of matrices
of the form (
A 0
0 a
)
where A ∈Mat(3,C), AT = −A, a ∈ iR . (196)
The complement p of k can be taken to be the R-vector space of matrices of the form(
0 v
−vT 0
)
where v ∈ C3 . (197)
An explicit R-basis for k is given by the following 10 matrices:
Xj = iEjj, j = 1, . . . , 4, X5 = A12, X6 = A13, X7 = A23, X8 = iS12, X9 = iS13, X10 = iS23 , (198)
whereas an explicit R-basis for p is given by the following 6 matrices:
Y1 = A14, Y2 = iS14, Y3 = A24, Y4 = iS24, Y5 = A34, Y6 = iS34 . (199)
We define an inner product on p by
〈Y, Y ′〉 = − 12 tr YY ′ for all Y, Y ′ ∈ p, (200)
relative to which the above basis for p is orthonormal. The linear isotropy representation of k on p pre-
serves this inner product. It also preserves the symplectic structure
ω = θ12 + θ34 + θ56, (201)
where θa is the canonically dual basis to Ya and θab...c denotes their wedge product. This means that
the linear isotropy representation sends k to u(p), which just restates that CP3 is a hermitian symmetric
space. One sees that |ω|2 = 3 and that Ω = 12ω2 = θ1234 + θ1256 + θ3456, whence |Ω|2 = 3. It follows that
〈σa,σb〉 = δab and that 〈Ωa,Ωb〉 = 2δab.
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A.2. G+R (2, 5). This is the symmetric space Sp(2)/U(2). The Lie algebra g = sp(2) consists of 2× 2 skew-
hermitian quaternionic matrices; that is, X ∈Mat(2,H) with Xt = −X. Explicitly,
sp(2) =
{(
a b
−b c
)∣∣∣∣a, c ∈ ImH, b ∈ H} . (202)
It is clear that dimR sp(2) = 10, as expected. The subalgebra k = u(2) consists of those matrices in sp(2)
which have complex entries. Explicitly,
u(2) =
{(
a b
−b c
)∣∣∣∣a, c ∈ ImC, b ∈ C} . (203)
Again, clearly dimR u(2) = 4, as expected. A natural complement p of u(2) into sp(2) consists of those
matrices where a,b, c are in jC; that is,
p =
{(
a b
−b c
)∣∣∣∣a,b, c ∈ jC} . (204)
Of course, dimR p = 6. It is clearly a symmetric split, since the entries of the matrices in u(2) are complex,
whereas those in p are in jC, and j2 = −1 shows that [u(2), p] ⊂ p and [p, p] ⊂ u(2).
It is perhaps convenient to write these quaternionic matrices in terms of complex matrices of twice
the size. We define a right C-vector space isomorphismH2 → C2⊕C2 by x+ jy 7→ (x,y), where x,y ∈ C2.
This induces an R-linear embedding Mat(2,H)→Mat(4,C), under which
A+ jB 7→
(
A −B
B A
)
where A,B ∈Mat(2,C) . (205)
The image of sp(2) under this embedding is the unitary symplectic Lie algebra usp(4). ThematrixA+jB ∈
sp(2) if and only if At = −A and Bt = B. The image of the u(2) subalgebra of sp(2) consists of matrices in
usp(4) with B = 0, whence 

a b 0 0
−b c 0 0
0 0 −a b
0 0 −b −c

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣a, c ∈ ImC, b ∈ C
 , (206)
whereas the image of p in usp(4) consists of those matrices in usp(4) which have A = 0, whence

0 0 −a −b
0 0 −b −c
a b 0 0
b c 0 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣a,b, c ∈ C
 . (207)
Henceforth we will identify k and p with their images in usp(4). In other words, we will identify k with
the R-span of the following four matrices:
X1 = i(E11 − E33), X2 = i(E22 − E44), X3 = A12 +A34, X4 = i(S12 − S34) . (208)
and we will identify pwith the R-span of the following six matrices:
Y1 = A13, Y2 = iS13, Y3 = A24, Y4 = iS24, Y5 = 1√2 (A14 +A23), Y6 =
i√
2 (S14 + S23) , (209)
where the reason for the factors of
√
2 is to ensure that the Yi form an orthonormal basis with respect to
the following inner product on p:
〈Y, Y ′〉 = − 12 tr YY ′ for all Y, Y ′ ∈ p. (210)
It is easy to check that the linear isotropy representation Xi · Ya := [Xi, Ya] is antisymmetric relative
to this inner product and hence defines a homomorphism k → so(p). In addition, the linear isotropy
representation preserves the symplectic structure ω on p defined by
ω = θ12 + θ34 + θ56 , (211)
where θa is the canonically dual basis to Ya. This means that the image of the linear isotropy represent-
ation belongs to so(p) ∩ sp(p) = u(p), restating that G+R (2, 5) is a hermitian symmetric space.
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A.3. SLAG4. The grassmannian of special lagrangian planes in C4 is the symmetric space SU(4)/SO(4).
The Lie algebra su(4) is the Lie algebra of skew-hermitian 4 × 4 complex matrices, whereas k = so(4) is
the subalgebra consisting of real (and hence skew-symmetric) matrices. The complementary subspace p
can be taken to be the subspace of traceless, imaginary skew-hermitian (hence symmetric) matrices. An
explicit R-basis for k is given by the 6 skew-symmetric matrices:
X1 = A12, X2 = A13, X3 = A14, X4 = A23, X5 = A24, X6 = A34 , (212)
whereas an explicit R-basis for p is given by the following 9 matrices:
Y1 = i(E11 − E22), Y2 = i(E33 − E44), Y3 = i√2 (E11 + E22 − E33 − E44),
Y4 = iS12, Y5 = iS13, Y6 = iS14, Y7 = iS23, Y8 = iS24, Y9 = iS34 ,
(213)
which has the virtue of being orthonormal relative to the SO(4)-invariant inner product
〈Y, Y ′〉 = − 12 tr YY ′ for all Y, Y ′ ∈ p. (214)
Relative to the basis θa, canonically dual to Ya, the SO(4)-invariant 4-form is given by
Ω =
√
2
(
θ1249 − θ1456 − θ1478 − θ2579 − θ2689
)
−θ1358+θ1367+θ2358+θ2367−θ3456+θ3478+θ3579−θ3689 . (215)
It follows easily that |Ω|2 = 18 and 〈Ωa,Ωb〉 = 8δab.
A.4. GC(2, 4). The grassmannian of complex planes in C4 embeds in CP5 as the Klein quadric. It is
the symmetric space U(4)/U(2) × U(2). The Lie algebra u(4) consists of skew-hermitian 4 × 4 complex
matrices. The Lie subalgebra k = u(2)⊕ u(2) consists of those skew-hermitian matrices of the form(
X 0
0 Y
)
where X, Y are 2× 2 skew-hermitian matrices. (216)
The complementary subspace p is then the space of matrices of the form(
0 Z
−Z
T 0
)
where Z is an arbitrary 2× 2 matrix. (217)
It is clear that dimR p = 8. An explicit R-basis for k is given by the following 8 matrices:
X1 = iE11, X2 = iE22, X3 = iE33, X4 = iE44, X5 = A12, X6 = iS12, X7 = A34, X8 = iS34 , (218)
whereas an explicit R-basis for p is given by the following 8 matrices:
Y1 = A13, Y2 = iS13, Y3 = A23, Y4 = iS23, Y5 = A14, Y6 = iS14, Y7 = A24, Y8 = iS24 . (219)
This basis is orthonormal relative to the inner product
〈Y, Y ′〉 = − 12 tr YY ′ for all Y, Y ′ ∈ p, (220)
which is invariant under the linear isotropy representation of k. Letting θa denote the canonically dual
basis to the Ya and in the usual shorthand notation, there is an invariant symplectic structure given by
ω = θ12 + θ34 + θ56 + θ78 . (221)
We have 〈σa,σb〉 = δab and |ω|2 = 4. In addition there are two linearly independent invariant 4-forms:
Ω(1) = θ1256 + θ3478 + 12 (θ
1278 + θ3456) + 14 (θ
1357 + θ1368 + θ1458 − θ1467 − θ2358 + θ2367 + θ2457 + θ2468)
Ω(2) = θ1234 + θ5678 + 12 (θ
1278 + θ3456) − 14 (θ
1357 + θ1368 + θ1458 − θ1467 − θ2358 + θ2367 + θ2457 + θ2468)
(222)
Notice that
Ω(1) +Ω(2) = 12ω
2 and ω∧Ω(1) = ω∧Ω(2) = 14ω
3 . (223)
In addition, the formsΩ(i) are self-dual and satisfyΩ(i)∧Ω(j) = 3δijθ12345678, whence |Ω(i)|2 = 3. Finally,
we also have
〈
Ω
(i)
a ,Ω(j)b
〉
= 32δabδ
ij.
Appendix B. Inadmissible anti de Sitter geometries
Here we list those geometries which do not admit symmetric supergravity backgrounds. There are
two main reasons: either no nonzero F is available (and they are not Ricci-flat), or there are suitable Fs
but the equations of motion force F = 0, either F ∧ F 6= 0 or the Einstein equation again contradicts the
fact that the metrics are not Ricci-flat.
B.1. Geometries with F = 0. We now proceed to list those geometries which cannot appear due to not
having nonzero invariant 4-forms. Only the compact forms are listed, but in fact the noncompact duals
cannot appear either.
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• AdS6× SLAG3
• AdS6×S5
• AdS5×S6
• AdS5× SLAG3×S1
• AdS5×S5 × S1
• AdS5×S3 × S3
• AdS3×S8
• AdS3×SU(3)
• AdS3×S6 × S2
• AdS3× SLAG3×S3
• AdS3×S5 × S3
• AdS3×S3 × S3 × S2
• AdS2×S6 × S3
• AdS2×S3 × S3 × S3
• AdS2×S9
B.2. Geometries where F∧ F = 0 implies F = 0. We now list AdSd ×M11−d backgrounds which cannot
appear because there are no nonzero invariant 4-forms obeying F ∧ F = 0. As usual, we only list the
compact forms of the riemannian symmetric spaces, but the same holds for their noncompact duals.
• AdS3×CP4, AdS3×HP2 andAdS3×ASSOC: Here F = fΩ, whereΩ is the unique invariant 4-form
on CP4, HP2 or ASSOC. Uniqueness means that Ω is either selfdual or antiselfdual, depending
on orientation. In either case Ω∧Ω = ±|Ω|2 dvol, whence F∧ F = 0 implies that F = 0.
• AdS3×GC(2, 4): The equation F∧ F = 0 says that the class in H2(GC(2, 4),R) defined by F has zero
norm relative to the intersection form, and since the intersection form on GC(2, 4) is positive-
definite, the only solution is F = 0. To see that the intersection form is positive definite, we
can argue as follows. (I learnt the following from Elmer Rees.) Recall that the cohomology of
GC(2, 4) is generated by the Chern classes c1, c2 of the tautological bundle E subject to the relation
that E ⊕ E⊥ is trivial, where E⊥ is the bundle whose fibre is the perpendicular plane to the fibre
of E. Let c⊥1 , c⊥2 denote the Chern classes of E⊥. Then letting c(E) denote the total Chern class, the
relations are encoded in the following
c(E⊕ E⊥) = c(E)c(E⊥) = 1 , (224)
where c(E) = 1+c1+c2 and c(E⊥) = 1+c⊥1 +c⊥2 . The first two relations (in degrees 2 and 4) allow
us to solve for c⊥1 and c⊥2 :
c⊥1 = −c1 and c⊥2 = c21 − c2 . (225)
The other two relations now become
c21c2 = c
2
2 and c31 = 2c1c2 . (226)
Let c21 and c2 be a basis for H2. Then the intersection form is given by
c21 · c21 = 2c21c2 c2 · c2 = c21c2 c21 · c2 = c21c2 (227)
which, relative to the basis for H8 given by c21c2, has matrix(
2 1
1 1
)
, (228)
which is clearly positive-definite. In fact, c21 − c2 and c2 are an orthonormal basis. Alternatively,
using the results in Appendix A.4, we see that F = λ1Ω(1) + λ2Ω(2), and |F ∧ F|2 = 3(λ21 + λ22),
whence if F∧ F = 0, then F = 0.
B.3. Geometries where the Einstein equation implies F = 0. We now list those geometries which do
not give rise to backgrounds because of the failure of the Einstein equation. The heuristic principle in
Section 4.1 allows us to rule out any geometry of the form AdSd×T 11−d.
A second class of geometries which we can rule out are those which have a flat direction and yet
|F| > 0, for then the flat components of the Einstein equation implies that F = 0. These geometries are the
following:
• AdS7 ×S3 × S1
• AdS7 ×S2 × T 2
• AdS6×S4 × S1
• AdS6×CP2 × S1
• AdS6×S3 × T 2
• AdS6×S2 × S2 × S1
• AdS6×S2 × T 3
• AdS5×CP2 × T 2
• AdS5×S4 × T 2
• AdS5×S3 × S2 × S1
• AdS5×S3 × T 3
• AdS5×S2 × T 4
The only case which might require some explanation is AdS5×S2 × T 4. For that background F =
ω ∧ β + fτ, where ω and τ are the volume forms on S2 and T 4 and β ∈ Ω2(T 4). We can always choose
an orthonormal coframe θi for T 4 relative to which τ = θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ θ3 ∧ θ4 and β = λθ1 ∧ θ2 + µθ3 ∧ θ4.
Then |F|2 = λ2 + µ2 + f2, whereas 〈F1, F1〉 = 〈F2, F2〉 = λ2 + f2 and 〈F3, F3〉 = 〈F4, F4〉 = µ2 + f2. The torus
components of the Einstein equations are then equivalent to
〈F1, F1〉 = 13 |F|2 =⇒ µ2 = 2(λ2 + f2) (229)
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and
〈F3, F3〉 = 13 |F|2 =⇒ λ2 = 2(µ2 + f2) (230)
and the two equations together force λ = µ = f = 0 and hence F = 0.
The following geometries cannot appear either:
• AdS4×S3 × T 4
• AdS4×S3 × S2 × T 2
• AdS4×S3 × S3 × S1
• AdS4×S2 × S2 × T 3
• AdS4×S2 × T 5
The geometry AdS4×S3×T 4 is forced to have F = 0, which contradicts the presence of the AdS4 factor.
Notice that F = λν4 + µσ3 ∧ dϑ, where σ3, ν4 are the volume forms on S3 and T 4, respectively, and dϑ is a
unit-norm 1-form on T 4. Then the Einstein equations in the θ direction say that Rθθ = 13 (λ2+µ2), whence
λ = µ = 0. Similar arguments allows us to discard symmetric backgrounds with underlying geometries
AdS4×S3 × S2 × T 2 and AdS4×S3 × S3 × S1.
The geometry AdS4×S2 × S2 × T 3 too can be discarded since it forces F = 0. Notice that as discussed
in Section 4.5, the equation F∧ F = 0 forces F to have either no legs along AdS4 or else be proportional to
the volume form ν of AdS4. In the latter case, the existence of flat directions in the geometry contradicts
that |F| < 0. In the former case, choose flat coordinates θ1,2,3 for T 3 in such a way that the corresponding
one-forms dϑi have unit norm. Let σ and σ ′ denote the area forms on the two spheres. The most general
form for F is easily seen to be
F = ασ∧ σ ′ + (βσ+ γσ ′)∧ dϑ2 ∧ dϑ3 + δσ ′ ∧ dϑ1 ∧ dϑ3 , (231)
for some real numbers α,β,γ, δ. One sees that |F|2 = α2 + β2 + γ2 + δ2, whereas |F1|2 = δ2, |F2|2 = β2 + γ2
and |F3|2 = β2 + γ2 + δ2, where 1, 2, 3 refer to the flat directions. The Einstein equations along the flat
directions imply the three equations |Fi|2 = 13 |F|2 . It is not hard to see that the only solution of the three
equations is α = β = γ = δ = 0.
Finally, the remaining geometry AdS4×S2 × T 5 can be ruled out as well. Again, the existence of flat
directions allows us to discard the case where F is proportional to the AdS4 volume form. To tackle the
case where F has no legs along AdS4, let θi denote flat coordinates on T 5 with dϑi of unit norm and let σ
denote the area form on S2. Then we have that the most general F is given by
F = f1σ∧ dϑ
12 + f2σ∧ dϑ
34 + f3dϑ
2345 + f4dϑ
1245 + f5dϑ
1234 . (232)
To see that this is not obviously wrong, notice that F = σ∧α+?β for α and β a constant coefficient 2-form
and 1-form, respectively, on T 5. We are free to rotate the θi using SO(5). Now SO(5) has dimension 10
and the space Λ1R5 ⊕ Λ2R5 has dimension 15, whence we expect that the orbits should be labelled by
at least 5 parameters. It is not hard to argue that the above form of F is generic by successively fixing
its form. Indeed, we can bring α to the form f1dϑ12 + f2dϑ34, which still leaves the possibility of rotating
in the (12) and (34) planes separately, to get rid of the θ2 and θ4 components in β. Now |F|2 =
∑5
i=1 f
2
i ,
whereas |F1|2 =
∑
i=1,4,5 f
2
i , |F2|2 =
∑
i=1,3,5 f
2
i , |F3|2 =
∑
i=2,3,5 f
2
i , |F4|2 =
∑
i=2,3,4,5 f
2
i , and |F5|2 = f23 + f24. The
Einstein equations in the T 5 directions become |Fi|2 = 13 |F|2. In particular, all the |Fi|2 should be equal. It is
easy to see from their explicit expressions that the only way this can happen is if fi = 0 for all i, whence
F = 0.
The following geometries cannot appear either:
• AdS3×S7 × S1
• AdS3×S6 × T 2
• AdS3×CP3 × T 2
• AdS3×G+R (2, 5)× T 2
• AdS3× SLAG3×S2 × S1
• AdS3×S5 × S2 × S1
• AdS3× SLAG3×T 3
• AdS3×S5 × T 3
• AdS3×S4 × S2 × T 2
• AdS3×S4 × T 4
• AdS3×CP2 × T 4
• AdS3×S3 × S2 × T 3
• AdS3×S4 × S3 × S1
• AdS3×CP2 × S3 × S1
• AdS3×S2 × S2 × S3 × S1
Indeed, the background AdS3×S7 × S1 cannot appear for the following reason. Here F = fν3 ∧ θ,
where θ is the coframe on S1. Then |F|2 = −f2 and the vanishing of the S1 component of the Ricci tensor
is inconsistent with the Einstein equations unless f = 0: Rθθ = − 13 f2. A very similar argument shows
that AdS3×S6 × T 2 cannot appear. Here F = fν3 ∧ θ as well and the toroidal components of the Einstein
equation are inconsistent unless f = 0, which is ruled out on geometrical grounds. Similar arguments
also apply to eliminate AdS3× SLAG3×S2×S1, AdS3×S5×S2×S1, AdS3× SLAG3×T 3 and AdS3×S5×T 3.
The related geometries AdS3×CP3× T 2 and AdS3×G+R (2, 5)× T 2 can be ruled out as follows. In either
case F = f0ν3∧dϑ1+ f1 12ω2+ f2ω∧dϑ12, withω as before. Then F∧ F = f0f1ν3∧dϑ1∧ω2+ f1f2ω3∧dϑ12,
whence f0f1 = 0 and f1f2 = 0. Along the T 2 directions F1 = f0ν3+ f2ω∧dϑ2 and F2 = −f2ω∧dϑ1, whence
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|F1|
2 = −f20 + 3f22 and |F2|2 = 3f22. Now the T 2 Einstein equations say that |F1|2 = |F2|2 = 13 |F|2, whence we
see that f0 = 0 and that 2f22 = f21. But since f1f2 = 0, we find that f1 = f2 = 0 and hence F = 0 contradicting
the anti de Sitter geometry.
The geometry AdS3×S4×S2× T 2 can be ruled out as follows. Here we can take F = f0ν3∧dϑ1+ f1σ4+
f2σ2 ∧ dϑ
12 without loss of generality. The equation F ∧ F = 0 forces f0f1 = 0 and f1f2 = 0. The Einstein
equation along the flat directions impose the relations −f20 + f22 = f22 = 13 (−f20 + f21 + f22), whence we see
that f0 = 0 and 2f22 = f21. However since one of f1, f2 must vanish, both do.
The geometry AdS3×S4 × T 4 can be ruled out as follows. Here F = f0ν3 ∧ dϑ1 + f1ν4 + f2dϑ1234 and
F ∧ F = 0 imposes the conditions f0f1 = 0 and f1f2 = 0. The norm |F|2 = −f20 + f21 + f22 whereas in the T 4
directions, |F1|2 = −f20 + f22 and |Fj|2 = f22, for j = 2, 3, 4. The T 4 components of the Einstein equations then
force f0 = 0 and 2f22 = f21. But since f1f2 = 0, this forces f1 = f2 = 0 as well.
The geometry AdS3×S3 × S2 × T 3 can be ruled out as follows. The most general F is given by F =
ν3 ∧α+ σ3 ∧β+ σ2 ∧ γ, where α,β ∈ Ω1(T 3) and γ ∈ Ω2(T 3). The equation F∧ F = 0 says that α∧β = 0,
α∧γ = 0 and β∧γ = 0. The former two equations says that β and α are proportional (this holds trivially
if they are both zero) and that γ = α ∧ δ, for some δ ∈ Ω1(T 3). In other words, we can bring F to the
following form: F = dϑ1 ∧ (f0ν3 + f1σ3 + f2σ2 ∧ dϑ2). The absence of dϑ3 in F together with the Einstein
equation for the θ3 direction says that |F|2 = 0, whence f20 = f21 + f22. The θ2 component of the Einstein
equation now says that f2 = 0, whence F has no legs along the S2 direction. In turn, that implies, via the
Einstein equation along S2, that S2 is Ricci-flat, which is absurd.
The geometry AdS3×S4 × S3 × S1 can be ruled out as follows. Here F = f0ν3 ∧ dϑ + f1σ3 ∧ dϑ + f2σ4,
whence F ∧ F = 0 implies that f0f2 = 0 and f1f2 = 0, while |F|2 = −f20 + f21 + f22. The Einstein equation in
the S1 direction, namely |Fθ|2 = 13 |F|2, imposes 2f21 = f22 + 2f20. This means that f1 cannot vanish, or else
F = 0. But then the F∧ F = 0 equations require f2 = 0. In turn this means |F|2 = 0 and since F has no legs
along the S4 direction, the condition |F|2 = 0 says that this factor is Ricci-flat, which is absurd. The same
argument works for AdS3×CP2 × S3 × S1 and AdS3×S3 × S2 × S2 × S1 because, although CP2 and S2 × S2
have additional invariant forms, these cannot enter into the definition of F.
The following geometries are also ruled out:
• AdS2×SU(3)× S1
• AdS2×S7 × T 2
• AdS2×S6 × S2 × S1
• AdS2×CP3 × S2 × S1
• AdS2×G+R (2, 5)× S2 × S1
• AdS2×S6 × T 3
• AdS2× SLAG3×S3 × S1
• AdS2×S5 × S3 × S1
• AdS2×S4 × S4 × S1
• AdS2×S4 ×CP2 × S1
• AdS2×CP2 ×CP2 × S1
• AdS2×S4 × S3 × T 2
• AdS2×S4 × S2 × S2 × S1
• AdS2×CP2 × S2 × S2 × S1
• AdS2×S4 × S2 × T 3
• AdS2×S4 × T 5
• AdS2×S3 × S3 × S2 × S1
The geometry AdS2×SU(3) × S1 can be ruled out as follows. The 4-form is F = fH ∧ dϑ, where H
is the invariant 3-form on SU(3) given by the structure constants with indices lowered with the Killing
form. This means that |F|2 = f2|H|2 but also |Fθ|2 = f2|H|2. The S1-component of the Einstein equation
force |Fθ|2 = 13 |F|2, which means H = 0 and hence forces F = 0.
The same calculation which showed the existence of the AdS2×H2×S7 background shows that we can
rule out the geometry AdS2×S7 × T 2, since the Einstein equation for T 2 is the same as for AdS2, which
is absurd. In a similar way we can rule out AdS2×S6 × S2 × S1, since F takes the same form, yet the S1
component of the Einstein equation force it to have zero norm, whence F = 0.
The geometries AdS2× SLAG3×S3 × S1 and AdS2×S5 × S3 × S1 can be discarded as follows. In both
geometries, the 4-form takes the form F = fσ3 ∧ dϑ, with σ3 the volume form on S3. Although F ∧ F = 0
is satisfied, the S1 component of the Einstein equation sets f2 = 0 and hence F = 0.
The geometry AdS2×S4 × S4 × S1 is discarded because the only possible F has |F|2 > 0, yet has no legs
along the S1. This means that the S1 component of the Einstein equation sets |F|2 = 0, whence F = 0.
The geometries AdS2×CP3 × S2 × S1 and AdS2×G+R (2, 5) × S2 × S1 can be ruled out by the following
argument. The most general invariant 4-form is given by F = f0ν∧ω+ f1ν∧σ2+ f2ω∧σ2+ f3 12ω2, where
ω is the Kähler form and σ2 the area form on S2. The equation F∧ F = 0 translates into the relations
f0f3 = 0 f2f3 = 0 2f0f2 + f1f3 = 0 , (233)
whereas the norm |F|2 = −3f20− f21+3f22+3f23. Since F has no legs along S1, this component of the Einstein
equation says |F|2 = 0. The Einstein equations for AdS2, S2 and CP3 (or G+R (2, 5)) are, respectively,
Rµν = −
3
2 (f
2
2 + f
2
3)gµν Rij =
3
2 (f
2
0 − f
2
3)gij and Rab = 12 (−f
2
0 + f
2
2 + 2f23)gab . (234)
In satisfying the relations (233), if f3 = 0 then the first two equations are satisfied and the third says that
either f0 or f2 must vanish, but in either case then either AdS2 or S2 would be Ricci-flat, which is absurd.
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Therefore f3 6= 0. In that case, equations (233) are only satisfied provided that f0 = f1 = f2 = 0, but then
the condition |F|2 = 0 forces f3 = 0 as well.
The geometry AdS2×S4 × CP2 × S1 can be ruled out as follows. The most general invariant 4-form
is given by F = f0ν ∧ ω + f1σ4 + f2 12ω2. The equation F ∧ F = 0 imposes the relations f0f1 = 0 and
f1f2 = 0. Since F has no legs along the S1, the S1 Einstein equation implies the vanishing of the norm
|F|2 = −2f20 + f21 + f22, whence 2f20 = f21 + f22. Now, if f0 = 0, then f1 = f2 = 0, whence F = 0, so f0 6= 0 and
thus f1 = 0. But now the S4 Einstein equation says that it is Ricci-flat, which is absurd.
The geometry AdS2×CP2 × CP2 × S1 can be ruled out as follows. The most general invariant 4-form
is given by
F = f0ν∧ σ1 + f1ν∧ σ2 + f2σ1 ∧ σ2 + f3
1
2σ
2
1 + f4
1
2σ
2
2 , (235)
whence the equation F∧ F = 0 imposes the following relations
2f0f2 + f1f3 = 0 2f1f2 + f0f4 = 0 2f22 + f3f4 = 0 . (236)
Since F has no legs along the S1, its Einstein equation sets |F|2 = 0, which turns into the relation
2f20 + 2f21 = 4f22 + f23 + f24 . (237)
The Einstein equations for the two CP2s are
Rab =
1
2 (−f
2
0 + 2f22 + f23)gab and Ra′b′ = 12 (−f
2
1 + 2f22 + f24)ga′b′ . (238)
It is now straight-forward to show that the only nonzero Fs satisfying the relations (236) and (237) imply
that one or the other of the CP2s has zero Ricci curvature, which is absurd. The geometry AdS2×S4 ×
S3× T 2 can be ruled out as follows. Here F = f0ν∧dϑ12+ f1σ4+ f2σ3∧dϑ1 without loss of generality. The
equation F∧ F = 0 implies the relations f0f1 = 0 and f1f2 = 0. The Einstein equation for the T 2 directions
say that−f20 = −f20+ f22 = 13 |F|2, where |F|2 = −f20+ f21+ f22. The first equality sets f2 = 0, whereas the second
one says that 2f20 + f21 = 0, which forces F = 0.
The geometry AdS2×S4 × S2 × S2 × S1 can be ruled out as follows. Here F = f0ν ∧ σ1 + f1ν ∧ σ2 +
f2σ1 ∧ σ2 + f3σ4, with σ1,σ2 the area forms on the two S2s and σ4 the volume form on S4. The equation
F∧F = 0 imposes the relations f0f3 = 0, f1f3 = 0 and f2f3 = 0. Since F has no legs along the S1, the Einstein
equation along that direction becomes the vanishing of |F|2 = −f20 − f21 + f22 + f23. The Einstein equation
along S4 now becomes Ric = 12 f23g, which means that f3 6= 0. However, this implies that f0 = f1 = f2 = 0,
which is inconsistent with the vanishing of |F|2.
The geometry AdS2×S4 × S2 × T 3 can be ruled out as follows. The most general F = f0ν∧ σ2 + ν∧α+
f1σ4 + σ2 ∧ β, for some α,β ∈ Ω2(T 3). The equation F∧ F = 0 imposes the relations f0f1 = 0, f1α = 0 and
f1β = 0. If f1 6= 0, then f0 = α = β = 0 and the T 3 Einstein equations set F = 0. Hence f1 = 0. Without loss
of generality we can bring F to the form
F = f0ν∧ σ2 + f2ν∧ dϑ
12 + f3σ2 ∧ dϑ
12 + f4σ2 ∧ dϑ
13 , (239)
with norm |F|2 = −f20 − f22 + f23 + f24. The T 3 Einstein equations impose the relations
− f22 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 = −f
2
2 + f
2
3 = f
2
4 =
1
3 |F|
2 . (240)
From the first equality we see that f4 = 0 and from the second that f22 = f23. The last equality says that
f0 = 0, whence F = (f0ν+ f3σ2)∧dϑ12 with |F|2 = 0. But now, since F has no legs along the S4, the Einstein
equations say that S4 is Ricci-flat, which is absurd.
The geometry AdS2×S4 × T 5 can also be ruled out. Here we may bring F to the following form:
F = f0ν∧ dϑ
12 + f1ν∧ dϑ
34 + f2σ4 + f3dϑ
1234 + f4dϑ
1245 + f5dϑ
2345 . (241)
The equation F ∧ F = 0 imposes the relations fif2 = 0 for all i 6= 2. The Einstein equations along the flat
directions become
− f20 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 = −f
2
0 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5 = −f
2
1 + f
2
3 + f
2
5 = −f
2
1 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5 = f
2
4 + f
2
5
= 13 (−f
2
0 − f
2
1 + f
2
2 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5) . (242)
These equations imply that f5 = f4 = 0 and that f20 = f21 = f22 = f23, but then f2f3 = 0 would say that F = 0.
The geometry AdS2×S3× S3× S2× S1 can also be ruled out. Here F = f0νσ2+ f1σ3∧dϑ+ f2ω ′3∧dϑ, in
the obvious notation. The equation F∧F = 0 implies the following relations: f0f1 = 0 and f0f2 = 0. The S1
component of the Einstein equation says that 3(f21 + f22) = −f20 + f21 + f22, or equivalently, f20 + 2f21 + 2f22 = 0,
which implies F = 0.
The geometry AdS2×CP2 × S2 × S2 × S1 can be ruled out. The most general F is given by
F = f0ν∧ω+ f1ν∧ σ1 + f2ν∧ σ2 + f3
1
2ω
2 + f4ω∧ σ1 + f5ω∧ σ2 + f6σ1 ∧ σ2 (243)
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in the obvious notation. The equation F∧ F = 0 imposes the following relations
2f4f0 + f1f3 = 0, 2f5f0 + f2f3 = 0, 2f4f5 + f3f6 = 0, f0f6 + f2f4 + f1f5 = 0 , (244)
whereas the S1 Einstein equation says that |F|2 = 0, since F has no legs along the S1. This means that
2f20 + f21 + f22 = f23 + 2f24 + 2f25 + f26 . (245)
The Einstein equations for the AdS2, CP2 and the two S2s are given by Ric = 12λg, where
λCP2 = −f
2
0 + f
2
3 + f
2
4 + f
2
5
−λAdS2 = 2f20 + f21 + f22
λS2(1)
= −f21 + 2f24 + f26
λS2(2)
= −f22 + 2f25 + f26
(246)
It can be shown that there are no values of fi satisfying the equations (244) and (245) for which none of
the λs vanish. Indeed, let us first assume that f0 6= 0. Then using all but the third relation in (244), we
can solve for f4, f5, f6 in terms of f0, f1, f2, f3; namely,
f4 = −
f1f3
2f0
f5 = −
f2f3
2f0
and f6 =
f1f2f3
f20
. (247)
The third relation then says f1f2f3 = 0, which implies f6 = 0. Inserting these expressions into equation
(245) we find f23 = 2f20, whence in particular f3 6= 0. This implies that f1f2 = 0, so that at least one of f1, f2
is zero. If f1 = 0, then f4 = 0 as well and λS2(1) = 0. If f2 = 0, then f5 = 0 as well, and now it is λS2(2) = 0.
Let us now consider the case f0 = 0. Then the relations (244) become
f1f3 = 0, f2f3 = 0, 2f4f5 + f3f6 = 0, f2f4 + f1f5 = 0 . (248)
If f3 6= 0, then f1 = f2 = 0, which by equation (245) implies that f3 = 0, contradicting the hypothesis. So
let us take f3 = 0. Then we have are left with f4f5 = 0, f2f4 + f1f5 = 0 and f21 + f22 = 2f24 + 2f25 + f26. If f4 6= 0,
then f5 = 0 and f2 = 0, but then the Einstein equation f21 = 2f24+ f26 implies the vanishing of λS2(1) . If f4 = 0,
then we are left with the equations f1f5 = 0 and f21+ f22 = 2f25+ f26. If f5 6= 0, then f1 = 0 and f22 = 2f25+ f26 is
precisely the vanishing of λS2(2) . Finally, if f5 = 0, then together with the vanishing of f0, f3 and f4 we see
that λCP2 = 0: a contradiction.
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